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Th~ CHAIRMAN (Canada): I declare open the one hundred and twenty-third plenary 
• ' • • • • 0 o, -· ' ' '' M o .~.:... Ooo ·-

meeting of the Conference· of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament • 

. ,.,. : . ' ·· 

Mr. MACOVESCU (Romania): furing recent meetings of this Committee I have 
in mind particularly those of 10 April (ENDC/PJ' ,120) and 17 April (ENDC/Pl.l21) some 
pessimistic assessments of the results of our work at this Conference were voiced, and 
an unwanted wind of anxiety passed amongst us. 

There are, of course, sound reasons for such phenomena. We have been working so 
long already, and we still have not secured the results expected the ~orld over. Since 
the resump~.ion of our proceedings on 12 February we have not moved matters perceptibly 
further; we have not reached even one specific partial agreement in any area. 

At flrst s~ght, that is :the state of affairs, and it might natu~ally cause _pessimism 
and anxiety. BUt ' ir·-we look iritd 'the depth of the matters, if we . go into the inner 
process which their essertce has undergone, we find other aspects too which, ori the one 
hand, lead u~i to note that' our' efforts have not been altogether in vai~ and, oh the 
other hand, deserve our- -utmost· attention having in mind the future developne:rit 6f the 
situati,on, 

In order to illustrate this view of the Romanian delegation, may I refer to the 
negotiations on the cessation of nuclear weapon tests -~ an area where we are faced with 
exceptionally serious and complex obstacles. 

We . all remember that there was a time !lf:len the \t/estern delegations, in discussing 
underground tests, stated categorically that the basic element of a control system must 
be international stations and inspections, .wi:thout any stoi'.e beiz¥i -,s~t b~' tl:ie natiorial 
stations, Experience has shown that that point of view not only does not help, in 
reaching a common stand buthas not even: been .borne out by reality. 

During our negotiations, during the cross-fi:re of thes.~s . and arguments, science 
and technique have made such progress that now the unanimous conclusion has been reached 
that the contrary point of view is the right one~ in other words, that the basic element 
of the verification system must be thA _~~~.i.onal stations. 
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That is what renowned vlestern scientists say; it is what Senators in the 

United States Congress are saying ; and, finally it is what has b~en saiq in our 

Committee by the leader of the United States delegation. Jvlr. Stelle stated on 

22 February. 1963: 
"The Soviet representative talked about three things, in the main. 

First, he talked about reliance on national systems. Now it is clear 

that there is no issue between us on a system which puts its basic reliance 

on nationally-manned detection systems. ~!Je of the 1r./e st have moved on 

this. We called for a network of international systems, internationally 

manned and staffed. Later we moved from that to willingness to agree to 

a system of nationally-maimed stations under international suparvision. 

Mo st recently we have agreed to pla~e our reliance on national systems 

checked by various kinds cifinstrumentation, and without international 

supervis,ion. · -so . there is;' ho issue . on this, ••• " (BliDC/PJ'.lOl, p~J2) 
In fact; there is ·no issue on it; so let us consider it as an attained asset, a common 

asset, an asset of all of us, obtained as a result of long and difficult negotiations. 

That is not all. · i,Je remember that there was a time when the 1rfestern delegations 
claimed that underground nuclear- explosions below a certain magnitude could not be 

detected and identified by national means. Experience has shown, that that point of 
view was not supported by reality and that the claim could not be upheld ad infinitum. 

Even the United States Secretary of State, Mr, Dean Rusk, had to acf11owledge openly 
that: 

. "The increase in our technical ability to detect seiSII).ic e~~nts 

at long distances" here l~ . Rusk ;is referring to the ability of 

the United States -- 11 pel:-mits us to rely upon seismic stations outside 

the Soviet Union to detect underground nuclear explosions inside the 

Soviet .Union 11 • (Hearing befo~e the Committe e on Foreign Relations 

United States Senate, 38th Congress, ll lvfarch, 1963, p.7). 

In the United states -- as, by the way, in other countries too -- substantial 
progress has been made in the detection of underground explosions. For instance, 

today it is thought that the possibility of detecting nuclear explosions from a great 
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distance is .betterthan the pessibility of· detecting the same c.explosions . from a shorter 

distance. Tha.t view has been clearly ~xpressed in a .document drawn up by the United 
' ' ' 

States Anns Control and Disarmament Agency. · I have in mind the 11 Critiql,le of the . 

scientific assertions of Representative Craig Hosmer in his letter of March 18 to 
President John F. Kennedy"; which has been reproduced in the Congressional Recprd of 

21 March 1963, p. 4508~ In that document we read: 

"The fact is that detection at distances greater than 620 miles is 
frequently better than ·that at 620 miles. Indeed,. a 1961 study made by 

. - ' 

two scientists · from ABC's Livermore Laborat.ory and one from the Rand 

Corporation shows that the signal from a 1-kiloton shot in soft rock (tuff) 
at about 1,200 miles is over twice as high as the signal is at 620 miles. 
At either distance, the signal ·was strong .enough for detection. A graph . 

showing conclusions from this study has been given to the Joint Committee 
on Atomic Energy. 

ttAnother graph submitted to the Joint Col1)Illittee by Defense, D9partment 

·Sctentist Jack P. Ruina shows that while dete~tion capability decreases from 

about 1,000 to 2,000 miles, it increases again from 2,000 to 3,000 m,ifes. 
Throughout the range from about 600 to 6,000 miles, modern multielemen,t· 
detection stations would have a high probability of detecting nuclear 

explosions down to 1 or 2 kilotons in soft rock (tuff). As a ID.atter of 
fact, t:Wo relatively simple seismic stations .located 2,000 and 2,500 miles 
from our Nevada test site detected most of the shots equivalent to about 
1 kiloton in soft rock. Improved equipnent at these two stat~ons would . 
have perrilitted detr- ction of even smaller explosions". 
So th~re is no issue on that either. 1-le have always said that, thanks to 

technological progress, underground nuclear explosions could be detected at great 
distances by national means. · That is now acknowledged also by political leaders and , - . . ' 

scientists in the United States. . Consequently that, too, is an acquired ,asset --
secUi'ed, equally, as a result of long and difficult negotiations. -

And that is not all. We remember that tl:lere ··was a time when the . Western delegations 

contested the thesis that fl'-;: the parties to- a test ban t:reaty to be safeguarded , against 

the risk implied by the possibility of cla,ndestine underground nuclear tests it wo~ld not 

be necessary that every underground explosion below a certain level should be detected and 
identified, but that it would be sufficient if there were finn assurance of the __ detection 

·of any series of underground ruclear explosions. -· Nqw, a serie~ .of nuclear e;cplo~ions 
cat.cot escape modern capabilities of det_ection, and d~tecting a series means identifying 

it E.S such. -

-
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As time went on the United states Government, confronted by incontestable 
evidence had to alter its views and to admit that to avoid the danger of underground 
nuclear explosions being continued by one of .the parties the detection of a series 
of nuclear explosions and not of every separate event would suffice. That point of 
view, w~~ch was . expressed in this Committee by the socialist delegations many 
months ago, was acknowledged ~ the President of the United States in his Press 
conference of 6 March 1963. Hr. Kennedy said: 

"I believe we will insist upon a test-ban treaty which gives us assurance 
that if any country conducted a series of clandestine underground tests that 
series would be detected •11 

On what grounds did 1'-!r. KelUledy make that statement, asking for ass'urance of the 
detection of a series and not of every s i ngle event? The answer is given by the 
Director of the United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency ~ 

"There is always the possibility of a threshold under which detection 
would be difficult, certainly on arry isolated single test. One Imlst always 
have in llrl.nd tha.t it is unlikely that arry single test will make any substantial 
diffe~ence in the strategic balance. 

11 It is also unlikely that any series of tests will fail of detection with 
modern methods which we believe are dependable". 

That is quoted from the report of hearings before the Preparedness Investigating 
Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed Services -- United States Senate, 87th Congress, 
17, 18 and 19 September 1962, page 51. 

Consequently, there is no issue on that point either. Authorities of high 
responsibility in the United States have acknowledged that~ in order to control whether 
a party signatory to the treaty continued to carry out t•.nderground nuclear weapon tests, 
it l!lould be necessary to detect not every single explosion but only a series of 
explosions. That is one more asset secured as a result of negotiations. 

Again that is not all. We remember that for a long time the Western delegations 
have tried to argue that. the verification system cannot be efficient unless it includes 
on-site inspect i ons. The socialist delegations have argued the contrary point of view 
and they remain convinced that it is possible to set up a very efficient verification . ' ~ 

system without on-site inspections. NotYithstanding that ·' .. and . in order to remove the 
last obstacle from the path leading to the conclusion of a test ban treaty, the 
Government of the Soviet Union has accepted two to three on-site inspections 
(ENDC/73, p.5). On the one hand, that decision is of a strictly political nature ~d';: 

on the other hand, it gives additional asstirance of control to a system which was 
already sufficient to ensure the implementation of the treaty provisions. 
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The Western delegations have claimed, and k~ep claiming, that two to three 
inspections p~r annum are not sufficient, and they ask for seven. (ENDC/78, p.l) . 
There is no scientific basis for such a requirement. That has been made abundantly 
clear in thi~ , qoD;IDlittee. But now nine United states scientists, whose authority 
in merito is beyond contest, cot"_e and ·confirm that three inspections are sufficient as 
an additional assurance. 

In a recent statement published on 9 April 1963 in The Washington Post, 

Dr. )3ernard Feld, Dr. David Inglis, Dr. James Watson, Dr. Bruno Rossi, Dr. Donald Glaser, 
Dr. Hans Bet he, Dr, Freeman Dyson, Dr. Francis Low and Dr. K. T. Bai.nbridge sa:y, inter al~~ 

''We have additional assurances in the fact that the Soviet Union has agreed to 
three .on-site inspections should suspicious indications of underground testing 
be discovered by the detection system of the United States and the United Kingdom, 
and is willing to permit a number of automatic seismic stations on Soviet 
territory. 11 (ENDC/85, p .3) 
That being so, those nine United states scientists stress the .additional character 

of .on-site inspections and expressly ackno~ledge that the three inspections accepted 
by the Soviet Union constitute an additional assurance. 

11 ••• surely these eminent, reputable and well known American scientists, each with 
competence in his field, are worthy of belief". 
Those are not nu words; they are the words of Senator Clark, who, at the sitting 

of the United states Senate on 9 April 1963, asked that the paper drawn up by the nine 
scientists be put on the record. 

Also at that sitting, Senator Humphrey, referring to the same docUIOO~t, stated: 
"It represents a well-thought-out, constructive, and sensible statement by 

a group of eminent scientists in s-q.pport of a nuclear test ban .treaty. Signed by 
nine leading physicists and experts in other branches of science, the statement 
takes on added significance, because these are men of no partisan persuasion ill 
particular, but are rather men of competence, excellence and scholarship in the 
field of science, particularly as physicists. In little more than two columns of 
newsprint it . pr,ovides us with a superb analysis of the advantages of . a test ban 

. . . . ~ "!. • . 

agreement betw~f3P,. the United states, Britain, and the Soviet Union.; 'rhe authors 
have approached the question from the only point of view that has any lasting 
relevance to the Senate. They have argued almost exclusively. from the point of 
view of United States national security and national interest. It is a very 
convincing argument indeed". 
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11Mr. President, I consider this statement in this morning 1 s press to be 
very timely, significant and meaningful in terms of our national security and 
the national interest. I hope that it ~ill be studied meticulously and 
thoughtfully by ·every person in the United States, and indeed throughout the 
~orld, ~ho is interested in ~orld peace". 

I should like to add that, also on 9 April 1963, in the United States House of 

Representatives, Mr. Robert W. I\astenmeier, representative for the state of Wisconsin, 
and Mr. William Fitts Ryan, representative for the state of Ne~ York, asked that the 
statement of the nine United states scientists be put on the record. 

I think it could help members of our Committee if the United states delegation 
~ere to ask the Secretariat to circulate that statement of the nine United States 
scientists as a Conference document. y' The complete text has been published in the 
Congressional Record of 9 April 1963, page 5669. 

I ~ould mention that, according to a report published in the S~iss ne~spaper 
Tribune de Lausanne of 16 April 1963, one of the nine scientists, Dr. David Inglis, 
chief physicist of the National Laboratories in Argonne, Illinois, ~ho once contributed 
to the perfecting of the first atomic bomb, stated in addition at a Press conference 
in Chicago: 
(continued in French) 

11 ••• that the Soviet proposals for the cessation of nuclear tests ~ere perfectly 
acceptable and that the number of three annual inspections on Soviet territory 
appeared to him to be sufficient • All nuclear explosions of any importance, he 
said, can be detected Qy stations located outside the borders of the countries 
~here they occur. As for small explosions, they are of no military significance, 
because there is nothing they could teach countries trying to improve their 
nuclear armaments • 11 

(continued in English) 
Those ~ords of Dr. DaVid Inglis are extremely clear and constitute a precise 

indication that among United States scientists ~ho have a sense of civic responsibility 
the idea has been penetrating ever more deeply that it is possible to conclude the 
treaty on the basis of the ~ell-known conditions, ~ithout endangering any of the parties • 

y' subsequently issued as . document · ENDC/85 ~ 
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There is still another area in which it seems that we agree, In this Committee 
the socialist delegations have repeatedly stressed that between the risk of a treaty 

vio1ation escaping detection, and the certitude of the nefarious consequences for 
mankind as a whole -- and for every separate nation, including the United States and 
its allies -- of the continuation of the tests, we can choose only the first, v.~hich 

is of a purely hypothetical nature, 
OUr point of view is shared too by the other party, Here, for instance, is v.~hat 

Mr. Humphrey said in the United States Senate on 7 March 1963: 
''As to the danger of secret undetected testing, it is the consensus of 

expert ·opinion that the risk -- while it is there -- is small, and tha.t in 
any case it is extremely unlikely that the results of cheating could have 
an important effect on the military balance of pov.~er. The controlling 
consideration must be an objective v.~eighing of the risks of a treaty against 
those of unrestricted testing. On the basis of available evidence, the balance 
is heavily in favour of a treaty ... " {ENDC/82*, p .5) 
To the same effect, Mr. Foster, the leader of the United States delegation, 

told us on 17 September 1962 ~ 

"Even though any test ban v.~ould entail some risk of cheating by the 
Soviet Union, we believe that risk. is outv.~eighed by the dangers to our security 
resulting from a continuation of unlimited testing ,n 

I think 1 need not point out that if there is any danger of cheating it does not 
come from the Soviet Union • 

. But ~'h9ye any . apprehension, real or imaginary, let us bear in ~d permanently 
the .·real danger so accurately pictured in. the following words of United States 
Senator Church, spoken on 11 March 1963 ~ 

'~e are like passengers on a train that is beaded tov.~ard a terrible 
precipice, and we know the bridge is out, and yet, v.~e are arguing v.~ith one . 
another as to v.~hat the dangers are in jumping off the train v.~ithout taking · 
into account what the inevitable end result v.~ill be if VJe continue on the 

tracks." 
I have bro"Qght several facts before the Committee in an effort to substantiate 

the idea put forv.~ard at the beginning of my statement today, namely that our 
negotiations have yielded certain results, inasmuch as the correct theses set forth 
here had to be acknowledged also by those who had contested them. 
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Here I feel it . is neces.Sary to say 'that·:-bhat does n6t mean that the . W~~t~rn 
·.;side has made . any COl'icessions' 0!' has met the Eastern side half'-Jay. . vle ate\~ohft8nted 
with .~an . ackno1dedgement of :!:'ealities and truth) and not '-Jith · 6onces~ions. ' o.nl 'cahriot 

make concessions to truth ·e.nd reality, ... : . -· ; ~ - --

.. . I .have brought these facts forward for another pUrpose, too ~ I wanted to ··· 

dra'-J the at.tent~ton of' th:'i.s Committee "to a paradoxi cal sitt.mt.ion. bur nego-biatfons 
have clarified the genG:ea:l principles upon vJh:tch the test ban treaty is to be built. 
The aut.horized l'ep:cesentat:'Lves of the execut:tve and l8gislative power · in .the 
United states and the authoritativ8 representatives of the scientific ,.iorld and of 
public optriion of :the United states -- as well as of other Western countries ·-- have 
acknoV~ledged the accuracy of these principles,- have removed numerous differences by 
their recent statements 1 and have opened l'P possibilities of removing the' 'differences 

'-1hich -remain. Notvli'Ghstanding that: and in spite of the statements by the · niost 

authoritative political and scientific persons in the United States, the United states 
delegation to this Conference keep;; sf:it"\k:l n~ to its old !J0sJ.t1.on. ~=~. rj_gid position, 

a posit. ion llhich is not borne out by any reality. 
What conclusions are we to draw from t.hat paradoxical state of affairs? Are:. wk 

to conclude . that ·t.he left hand does not know what the right ' hand is doing? Are we 
to conclude that 'Words are one thing, and the facts here quUe another? Are we to 
conclude that;· both by wor-ds ahd by deeds, some tr.Y to gain time '-Jhile · speeditrg up 
thei.:i.:' military preparations to the utmost ; to gain t:lme in order t.o csrry into· ' 
effect the proposals made by GeneraJ.. Curtis Le!-iay, Chief of ·st.aff of the Un!:ted states 
Air Force :• 2.nd by Genera l Da:Jic1 S.lioup, Commander of the: ·.Uriitea ·States Mar'inei ·carps, 
V~ho have recently asked .-chat the United States should pr'Oduc~ - ~~:{ 100-niE:Iiatdh rtuclear 

bomb? 
Those are questions which e~1ery logical mind asks itself. ·They are questions 

which the United States .delegation must answer. \.Je shoUld like the ans1o~ers of the 

representative of the. United st.ates to be such as to pvrmit ~s to ask immediately 
another question: On what day of Apri Lor Nay Hill this Committee be in a position 

to discuss, article by art:J.cle, a t e: st ban treaty drai.Jn up on the basis of · the 
realistic vimvpoi nts now .acknowledged not only bjr the leading polJ.tical bodies of 
the United states, but also by prominent United States scientists? 
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In the speech to ~hich I have already referred, Senator Church dre~ attention 
to the fact that the train is heading to~ards a tremendous precipice. With this 
I agree. I do not agree ~ith Senator Church when he proposes the .alternative of 
jumping off the train. t~e are in a situation when there is_ no ne43d to choose such 
an alternative, Nobody is asking us to risk a jump off tb,e train • . v1e must unite 
our forces and, ~ith a steady hand, hold up the train ~hich is madly heading for 
the abyss. We are not mere passengers, scared, impotent and be~ildored. We must 
give proof of calm, force and resolve, 

I should like mf statement today to be regarded as an additional effort by the 
Romanian delegation to smoothe the ~ay to~ards understanding; an expression of our . 
unflinching desire to see the end of the nuclear ~eapon race at the earliest possible 
date; and an embodiment of our resolve to insist unceasingly, in accordance ~ith 
instructions from the Government of the Romanian People's Republic, on the 
implementation of general and complete disarmament, and -- as an important step 
towards that goal -- on t.he banning of nuclear ~eapon tests in all environments and 
for all time. 

Mr. STELLE (United States of America) : This morning '11\V' delegation ~ishes 
to deal with the question of what progress we have made in this Conference to~ards 
a test ban treaty and, most importantly, what remains to be done •. 

Since March 1962 both sides have modified their positions in what have clearly 
b.een attempts to meet in some degree the position of the other side. Tho Soviet 
Union reaccepted the principle of obligatory on-site inspection, ~hich it had 
abandoned on 28 Novemb43r 1961 (ENDC/11; GEN/DNT/122). It also accepted again 
(ENDC/PV .119, p.22) the figures for the number of on-site inspections Yhich it had 
proposed on 26 July 1960 (GEN/DNT/PV.234, p.l5). We have welcomed both of those moves 
as moves Yhich have helped us in our progress towards a test ban treaty, in spite of 
the fact that ~hey do not represent real forward movement over ~hat the Soviet Union 
proposed three and four years ago. 

In a similar E:l:f'fort to reach agreement the United Kingdom and the United states, 
as the representative of Romania has reminded us this morning, have accepted: the l1Se 
of national s,ystems for the detection of seismic events. In addition, on the i~sue 
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of · oh~site inspection, the United States and the United Kingdom have revealed the 
results ofthe extensive research programme -which they have underlakeh _.::__ results 

which show certain important improvements in detection and identifici:ttion. On the 
basis of those results the United States and the United Kingdotn ha.vk ~reduced their 
requirements for the number of on-site inspections from twelve to twenty inspections 
annually to from eight to ten inspections annually. 

In the session of the Conference, beg:l.nning in February 1963, we have 
additionally proposed to reduce our requirement on the inspection quota to seven 
inspections annually. We have made clear as well our position on the arrangements 
•1hich should -govern the conduct of on-site inspections. - Those arrangements were 

- set out in the memorandum (ENDC/78) submitted to the Conference by the United state~ 
and the United Kingdom· on 1 April 1963. 

Finally-, the ·: United States and the United Kingdom have made it 'clear that they 
are willing to negotiate on major issues. They have not presented demands about ho-w 
we -shoUld pr'6ceed or Upon What specif"J.c 8UhStfl.ntt "e no~ittons nnist be accepted in 
total if we are to reach an agreement • 

Where do we now stand in the Conference as a result of the efforts which have 
been made' ov-er the past . year and . a few months, - and · which I have just- coo scribed? 
Speaking with the utmost frankness, I I!IUst say that it is clear· that we have reached 
an impasse -- that we are clearly not in agreement now about hbt.J we must proceed '1-Jith 
the settlement of a number of problems. 

··The basic issue has involved the question of inspection. There is, apparently, 
agreement that the question of inspection is the most important to be settled' 
although the Soviet representative has insisted on calling inspection merely 11an · 
additional guarantee 11 (ENDC/PV.ll9, p.22) to national detection systems to ensure the 
observance of a t est ban treaty. · ·· 

Here I should like to refer parenthetically to the statement which was just 
made by the representative of Romania; because he seemed to support the · Soviet · -
position that on- site inspections were merely an additiona2. guarantee. He ,.quoted 

· (supra, p. 9 ) a statement from a l etter dated 9 April 1963 and -signed· by a munber 
of Uni t ed States scientist s , i n '~hich they di d use the phrase "addi tional ·a ssurances" 
with regard to on-site J.nspection. The quotation com~s in a sect :ton :of the 
scientists' letter beginning ; 
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''What assurances do we have that in the event of a test ban treaty 
.• .... ·: . 

the Soviet Union would not conduct underground tests?" (ENDC{8~' P:.~) . 
The scientists '·go on to sa:y that, even though a small test might be concealed, they 
believe a significant series of tests might be almost impossible to conceal from 
detection. They state that they believe that the Soviet Union would not accept the - . . . 

risk of detection of such tests for what they call 11the marginal gain" which it 
might derive from explosions small enough to escape detection. They then state, as 
the representative of Romania has quoted ~ 

''We have additional . assurances" -- that the Soviet Union would not 
undertake small underground nuclear weapon tests -~ "in the fact that the 
Soviet Union has agreed to three on-site inspections should suspic~ous 
indications of underground testing be discovered by the detectionJ.system 
of the United states and the United Kingdom, and is willing to perinit a 
number of automatic seismic stations on Soviet territ~ry. n (ibid I) 

I t~ink it is clear fromthat quotation, and from the context, that those scientists 
at iii believe that inspections are an integral element of a test ban treaty I They 
describe them as assurances additionil. .to other logical reasons which they believe 
lead them to the conclusion that the Soviet Union would not try to cheat • . Their 
statement means, · of course, that no state which had accepted the idea of on-site 
ihspections could expect to agree to a treaty and then hope to cheat with complete 

• • ':'· !' . 

immunity~ .·I do not believe that the United States scientistil are, as the Romanian 
representative contehds, endorsing the Soviet position on the number of on-site 
inspections. Rather, they take the Soviet act · of accepting on-site i:nspections 
as that of a state which would not try to cheat by conducting clandestine underground 

· nuclear tests 1 

In the interests Of making Clear the full . meaning Of the SCientists I letter J 

n:w delegation will be quite happy to submit a · copy to the Conference and ask the 
Secretariat to circulate it as a Conference docUment, as the Romanian representative 
has suggested • 

In aey c'ase, it is clear that the Soviet delegation, as well as the Western 
delegations, are convinced that on-site inspection is the major outStanding issue, 
However, in spite of the apparent agreement on tackling the question of on-site 
inspection first, we find ourselves in disagreement about how we should proceed. 
We have been told by the Soviet representative that we must accept tho Soviet 
delegation's procedural proposals on what aspect of inspection we are to discuss next~ 
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(l'4r. Stelle, United States) 

The position of the Soviet representative, as I have made clear, and as he has made 
clear on nUI!ierous occasions, is that we Imlst talk about numbers of inspections, and 
numbers alone, before we can proceed to discuss any other important issues of 
inspection in the Conference. 

The United states and United Kingdom, on the other hand, began this session of 
the Conference by stating their interest in discussing the arrangements which will 
determine whether any number of inspections 1.Jould be really effective. We believed, 
and we still believe, that in the absence of a discussion of these arrangements any 
judgement on the number of inspections would not be really meaningful. Unless 
certain of the broad issues were resolved, numbers of inspections would be merely 
abstract figures. We still believe that the best way of proceeding would be tho 
way we propose. 

Nevertheless, we expressed the view in the Conference that perhaps there might 
be parallel discussions of these subjects -"~ arrangements and numbers -- either in 
the plenary Conference or in the test ban Sub-Coi!l!!littc2 0 T.!:!:t+ '7 iet-! ~las apparently 
supported by a large number of delegations here. It is a view which we believe 
represents a fair and reasonable compromise between the two positions. It is a view 
which we have urged the Soviet representative to accept. Therefore, while there is 
now .an impasse on how to proceed with the negotiation of a nuclear test ban treaty, 
a realistic compromise proposal has been suggested and supported, and it remains only 
for the Soviet Union to agree so that we can get on 1dth . the task. 

Where do we stand on the problems of substance? 
Leaving aside for a moment the fact that there are a number of important questions 

to be settled concerning the numbers of automatic seismic stations and the organization 
and operation of a detection system, which would have to be discussed at some point 
in the future, we _wish to concentrate for today on the inspection issue. 

The _ Soviet Union has said that we must agree to one substantive position, 
and one alone, before we can make progress in the Conference. That position 
involves the number of on-site inspections. Specifically we are told that we 
Iml.st agree to three such inspections if -:.w aro to r each agreement on a treaty. 
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On .the ?ther hand, the ~nited St.2.tes .::-.nd the United Kingdom have shown a 
continuing willingness for serious negotiation on this question within the framework 
of agreed inspection at'rengeilleuts. \.Je h::P.re Dc.de our position on the problem of 
numbers of on-site :Ln.3:tJec tions complete='-Y clee.-(' , Wu have said that under certain . . . 
conditions we can P.CCept :::!. llnlli~Je:r 07: Or'. S}_ te i nspect .;..ons as l oW a s seven. We · h11ve 
se.id also that that number -~· ana inde·::d an:r othe r :]1Jiriber -- would be meaningless 
if we did not know something about the a:,~r:lr~gerr.t>r:-;:,s for the conduct of such 
inspections. 

In addition to having made clear our position on the numbers of on-site 
inspections, we have proposed certain essential principles to govern the conduct 
of an inspection. We have stated our views on how events might be designated for 
inspe~tion, and what criteria should govern such designation. We have indicated 
a method by which we believe events should be selected for inspection. We have 
made proposals on the composition of on-site inspection teams. We have stated 
in some detail our views on how inspection should proceed and on what measures should 
be taken by each side for ensuring the security of its own country in the course 
of.an inspection of its territory. The Soviet Union has not, within the last year ... . ··. ,. 

and one-half, made clear its views on any of those basic issues. That is another 
important impasse which we now face. A delegation which does not make its views 

known, particularly on the basic questions w~ich it has admitted must be ~eed on 
before a treaty. can be reached, is not, we submit, giving evidence of a serious 
approach to the question of negotiating a nuclear test ban. 

We believe that our proposals on the subject are fair and equitable. Nevertheless, 
we are willing to listen to anything which the Soviet representative might reasonably 
propose to change or to modify what we have put forward in a way which would help 
us to reach agreement. 

Where do we go from here? He must, first of all, settle the question of 
procedure . The answer to that question, like the answer to most of 'the past 
qu~stions in this Conferemce, must be a solution reached on the basis bf .flexibility 
shown on both sides. The United States and the United Kingdom have made it clear 
that t~ey would prefer to discuss the problem of what a meaningful inspection 

·-r eally is before even t entative agreement on t he rrumber of i nspections in ·- the 

quota. We think that that is a r easonable position. Neverthel ess, we have 
shown ourselves flexible by indicating our willingness to engage in parallel 
discussion of these two issues. 
match this note of flexibili ty. 

We earnestly urge the Soviet representative to 

-
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(Mr-~ Stelle, United States) ·--
Next, on the subste.ntive positions of the two sides, it i:=> clear that we shall 

have to rc£..ch egr--:ement on both the pr:obl3m of arrangerr.ents for on-site . inspection 
and the problem of the r:J.!!lbers of inspections in the annual quryta. . On the nUli).bers 
of inspections, we are not fa.:i.~ apar-~; but it seems senseless to my delegation to 
pull numbers of inspections out of thin air and agree to them if we do not know 
at the sa.n..e time 1,.;h.:::.t an inspection ~-s, and what it vrill accomplish. 

On the problem of arr~ngements, the gap between the two sides mey be larger 
or smaller, depen'iing to a large extent c;_pon t he . position the Soviet Union eventually 
chooses to take and make known.. Let us oe clear ~bout it now however. The Soviet 
Union cannot expect to agree to an effective test ban treaty .without discussing these 
questions at some point. It has given no convincing reasons why it _should not 
discuss them now. We] for our part, have made it clear that the Soviet ans\-.rers. 
to many of our questions about on-site inspection arrangements . coul~ be merely 
11Yes11 or "No", with no extensive debate or discussion. 

For example, we know what the Soviet position was before ~8 November 1961 on the 
question of th~ criteria which should be written into the treaty for the identification 
of earthquakes. It was identical to the posit~on which we are proposing now. 
That iss~e could, the~efore, be quiQ~~y settled with but one or t wo short words from 

.. . . 
the Soviet representative . I ::1deed, if the Soviet representative had only deprived 
himself of th3 luxury of one of the countless paragraphs he has delivered to the 
Conference in recent months about the \<Jest wishing to engage the Committee in a 

.. morass of techrical detail, and had talked for just a moment about that particular 
issue, 1ve might well have found that we could r e cord iY~ediate agr eement on it. 

There are othe·r issues on which the Soviet delegation, and other Soviet bloc 
delegations, have assured us it will not be difficult to rea ~h agreement. Let them 
come forward then with their positions on those subjects so that we may have a 

' .clearer idea of where we stand, and we can then get on v:tt h the j ob of reaching 
agreement • . . 

On 17 April the r epresentative of India made a proposal which might aid in 
the .solution of our problem of how to proceed with the nggotiation of a nuclear 
t est ban treaty. admi~tedly~ he made the proposal in different context, but we 
believe what he said is significant. He t old us: . 
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(Mr. Stelle, United States) 

"We -should like'to say ~o·ou.r colleagues that we ma.st all try to look at 
the questions that are raised by any delegation. It is quite possible that 
the representative of the Soviet Union does not consider that the questions 
raised by the United Kingdom representative are extremely important. Let 
us concede that. He does not consider them important. On the other hand, 
.the United Kingdom does consider them i~ortant. Therefore, we should hope 
that, in a certain spirit of give and take, it wculd be possible for 
delegations, even when they do not themselves regard a particular issue as 
of great signi:ficance, to deal with it if other delegations do regard it as 
an issue of importance. 
(ENDC/PV .l21, 0 .28) 

In that way we can clear obstacles from our path." 

Itr delegation believes that that was r~asonable advice. We have tried to 
follow it in our work in the Conference. Delegations will recall that on 
18 February (ENDC/PV.99, pp.9 et seg.) the representative of the United Arab Republic 
raised a number of interesting questions, ,to which 11\V delegation gave replies 
(ENDC/l'V .100, pp. 6 et seq.). We shall be interested to hear the replies of other 
delegations. 

We ourselves have raised a number of questions which we consider important and 
to which, unfortunately, the Soviet Union representatiye,has never given a reply, 
Perhaps the procedure of question and answer would help us bre~k out of the impasse 
in which we now find ourselves. Certainly it would be preferable to dredging up 
old arguments and quotations out of context in order to try to prove things about 
the position of the other side which are patently not in accord with its stated . 
position. 

We have much work to do if we are to reach agreement on a nuclear test ban 
treaty. A number of proposals have been made.and a number of questions have been 
asked on various aspects of the position of the negotiating States. We urge the 
Soviet representative to qonsider seriously the ways .we have proposed to move our 
Conference forward again in its work on a tes.t ban treaty. To begin real 
negotiations, a.et~n would require no more than a statement of the position of the 
Soviet ~vernment on the issues before us. We earnestly hope that such a statement 
will be forthcoming. We might then be able to answer immediately .a question raised 
this morning by the representative of Romania, who asked, 

"On what day of April or May will this Committee be in a position to 
discuss, article by article, a test ban treaty ••• ?" (sunra. P• 12). 
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. (Mr. Stelle, United States) 

And we say that we could begin 'immediately discu~sing, art.icle by article, a test 

ban treaty if the Soviet Union would make clear its P?sition on the important issues 
in such a treaty. 

Mr~CAVALLETTI (Italy) (transiation from French): First I should like 
to say how very interested . I was this morning to hear Mr. Macovescu state "that our . . . . . . ~-. 

efforts have not been altogether in v~in. 11 (supra_, p. 5 ) I am very happy to agree 
: ·. . . 

with him, and I note with satisfaction that the feelings of confidence and reasonable 
hop'e which I ventured to express before the Committee at recent meetings are . shared 

·- ........ . 
by other delegations, including some of the delegations from the socialist countries. 
It is also a pleasure for me to quote Mr. Blusztajn's reference to ~ statement of 

19 April. . He s~id:- . . . 
. . .,: i'I f~ly share hi~ jthe Italian repr.ese"niativ~ 'iJ feeling that we 

•. . . . . . ,.. .. . . 

should_ 'not be discouraged by th~ dilatory pace of our work; and I also .. 
hope with him that we shall soon be making progres·s.·" "(ENDC/FV .122_, p~~5} 
Unfortunately, I found no such encouraging touches in the _statement made by the 

Soviet Unio!l representative at our meeting of 8 April on the prohibition of_ tests. . ·· ·-· 
I have re-read it very carefully and it calls, I think, for .some comment from my .· 

delegatism. 
. . ····,,··. 

The Sov~et Union representative's main endeavour at our meeting on 8 April was 
to show that an c;.greement on the prohibition of tests is impossible because t}le 
United States and United Kingdom Governments would be firmly opposed to it. . . 

Mr. Tsarapkin said: 
"The absence of agreement on the prohibition of nuclear \veapon te~ts is not, 
of course, the result pf aey differer1ces on, questions ::>f control. • _, •. E_veryone . 
realizes perfectly well that the negotiations for. an agreement_have p~e.n 

blocked over a period of many years and are still in a state of d~adlock 
today so;J-ely_ for political reasons. We have spoken a good deal about . 
those reasons. I am referr~ng to the policy of the Western Powers aimed_ 
at c~mtinuing the armaments race and intensifying military operations". 
(ENDC/PV.ll9. p.2J) • 

. : .... : ....... -"-~----.!. : ....... .... , ·-
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(Mr. Cavalletti, Italy) 

Thus, according to the Soviet delegation, the proposals on nuclear tests 
submittetl to the Conference by the delegations of the Western nuclear countries are 
in substartce ;merely. tricks or pretexts to mask the true Western game~; that is to 
say, opposition to ~11 agreement. 

Incidentally, one 11proof11 of this Western attitude recently put forward by the 
delegations of the socialist countries is a speech (ENDC/82*) made in Washington on 
7 M9rchby art eminent and influential United States Senator. Well, I am happy 
that the Coilmittee has had an opportunity to read the speech in full, because it 
was really a vigorous and important plea for an agreement on the prohibition of 
nuclear · tests. And I persona.lly find it surprising that the delegations of th~ ... 
socialist cc>untries, in their ·efforts to falsify the true and profound significance 
dr this speech, should have chosen to present it to us as confirm.1ngthe bad faith 
of the United States and proving the soundness of the Soviet argument. 

Furthermore, the Soviet argument; as it clearly emerges from Mr. Tsarapld..n' s 
statement at our meeting·on 8 April, is that the United States and its ·all:tes intend 
to continue and even to intensify the aiinaments racebecause. of their aggressive 
intentions towards peacefUl peoples. The United States ~n, particular is taking 
"feverish measures11 · -- these are the words Used by Mr. Tsarapkin (ENDC/PV .119, p.24) 
to proliferate nuclear weapons, which they want to give to Federal Germany to back 
its plans for revenge. 

I have summarized Mr. Tsarapkin' s statement, which is very long; but I think 
I have -- unfortunately ;.._ correctly interpreted his views. The Soviet representative' f 
conclusion was that in the circumstances, it would be senseless to think that the 
United States and the United Kingdom want to conclude an agreement on the prohibition 
of nuclear tests. 

This is the classical type of reasoning by false syllogism. The method is 
well ~own. You first make a ·false premise and then you reach a conclusion perfectly 
compatibie ·with the premise, which is apparently true but in fact completely false. 
The false syllogism here is immediately obvious: the United States and its allies 
are preparing aggression; therefore they are .opposed to an agreement on the 
prohibition of nuclear tests. ' .·: 
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(Mr. Cavalletti, Ital~) 

This is not, I think, the sort of reasoning to forward negotiations for a 
treaty. The soie aim of such reasoning seems to be to try to discredit the 
Western countries, to make them appear as warmongers and to draw down upon them 
general condemnation and hatred. In other words, lt seems designed to serve evil 
and dangerous propaganda purposes. 

Needless to say, if that was really the Soviet delegation's aim, its efforts 
are quite in vain. World public opinion is too responsible and too alert to let 
itself be easily deceived. It will not be easy to convince it that four more 
inspections per year would endanger the military secrets of the Soviet Union. 

But I do not want to press that point at present. Rather should I like to 
emphasize how different is the Western attitude in this discussion. The statement 
which Mr. Stelle made this morning is a further proof. 

The West avoids indulging in offensive or slanderous polemics which might 
~ivert the discussion and cloud the issue. We merely regret and c'ondemn the 
Soviet delegation's inflexibility on both the substance of the question and methods 
and procedures. r-tr delegation -- like the other Western delegations, I be1iEive -
has never maintained that the Soviet Union is opposed in principle to an agreement. 
I have· per.sonally repeated several times my h"'pe that the contrary is true. 

We are, of course, bound to stress that the Soviet Union seems to envisage an 
agreement only on its own conditions -- conditions tabled as an ultimatum. We are 
bound to emphasize that the Soviet ·delegation refuses to discuss its own proposals 
or any other suggestion in a concrete mariner. In fact, thE< Italian delegation has 
often asked the Soviet delegation what dangers it sees in inspections basad·· on the 
procedures proposed by the United States delegation. The Italian delegation has 
even suggested that the first step should be to study the safeguards that might 
eliminate the danger of espionage feared by the Soviet delegation. 

On the Western side, the delegations of the nuclear countries have, ·with 
- . . . 

patience and goodwill, made every effort to explain their reasons for proposing a 
certain number of inspections. They have diligently tried to convince the Soviet 
delegation of the soundness of their request. 
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(Mr. Cavalletti. Italy) 

The Soviet delegation has so far not seen fit to take this trouble with regard 
to its own proposals. It has carried the argument into our camp and tried to confute 
our assertions by using false interpretations of articles in the Western Press or 
tendentiously presented statements by Western personalities. The Soviet delegation 
has always refused to explain why it wishes to limit inspections to three~ except by 
repeating its argument about a supposed misunderstanding~ which really no longer 
holds water. Instead of giving us the explanations needed, the Soviet delegation 
has opposed the convening of the nuclear sub-Committee and has preferred at plenary 
meetings to indulge in protracted and barren polemics based on general policy, 
neglecting no device to arrive at the conclusion that the \~est was resolved in any 
event to refuse to conclude any agreement, so that any effort at conciliation was 
useless. 

I should like to point out that if the Soviet Union were really convinced that 
these are the intentions of the \vest, Soviet diplomacy, which is very skilful .. 
would make a: very easy game of them. The Soviet Union would in fact have a very 
effective means of exposing to the whole world the premeditated ill-will of the 
Western Powers. It would only have to accept the proposals we have put forward; 
the Machiavellian game of the Western Powers would be unmasked immediately. If it 
were true that the West is opposed in principle to any treaty on the prohibition 
of tests and is aiming at the proliferation of nuclear weapons, we should be 
greatly embarrassed by Soviet acceptance of the proposals we have put forward. 
At that point the criminal designs of the l.J"est would be obvious to everyone. The 
Soviet delegation would have fully achieved what seems to be its present objective, 
namely, to denounce the NATO countries' dangerous and aggressive intrigues to the 
world. I said, Hr. Chairman, 11~ to be its present objective" ? but I very 
sincerely hope that it is not, even though the Soviet delegation sometimes gets 
carried away by its love of polemics and its desire to make propaganda. 
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(Hr. Cavalletti 2 Italy) 

I hope that no one here has set himself the primury or sole a im of making 
baseless charges against the other partners in these negotiations. \ATe are not here 
to revive the baleful atmosphere of the 11 cold war".$ which has f or so l ong infested 
the world and from some of \-Those effects vie are still suffering. The purpose of our 
presence here is quite the opposite. In fact_, !vir. Chairman_, our function is t o 
negotiate rn1ceasingly on anything that may Lnpr ove t he prospects for world peace. 
We are here to seek points of contact_, in all sectors ;; bt;:_t particularly as regards 
nuclear tests)> on I·Jhich agreement is more urgent than ever. The \rlest is always 
ready and ar>...x.ious t o nego "Ciate seriously" in good faith; '·Ti th patience and 
understanding. l-ie ask the Soviet delegation t o do the same and t o refrain from 
poisoning the atmosphere of the Conference with offensive and unrealistic comments 
based on misinterpretation of ~Jestern policy. ~Je s.sk it t o participate with us, and 
with the delegati ons of the non-a ligned countries , i n genuine and serious negotiations 
on the prohibition of nuclear t es ts. 

I am heartened by the words just spoken by our colleague from Romania a t the end 
of his statement. I am sure that they ar e sincere , and I hope tha t the sincerity of 
his des ire t o reach dn agreemer.1 t -- \-rhich i s certa inly our des i r e -- is shared by all 
the delegations of the socialist countries. 

Hr. TSARAP.KIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)(translation from 
Russian) ; The Soviet del egation shar es with profound sympathy the concern shown by 
most members of our Corrunittee a t the state of the negotiations on the cessation of 
nuclear tests. The negotia tions on t his question are in f act i n an impasse, a t a 
s tanqstill. 

Nevertheless~ many arguments have been advanced which show that , from the point 
of view of strengthening peace; t here is no doubt about the expediency, necess i ty 
and urgency of concluding an agreement on the cessati on of nuclear tests. Nor i s 
there any doubt about the possibility of effective control over the observance of 
such a treaty frora the scientific and t echni cal s t andpoint. 
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(Hr. Tsarapkin. USSR) 

It is generally known that the Soviet Union deems it necessary to conclude an 
agreement on the prohibition of nuclear weapon tests as soon as possible. In the 
United States, in a certain section of responsible political circles~ there appears 
to be a trend in favour of concluding an agreement on the cessation of nuclear 
weapon tests. We hope that it is in this sense, apparently, that we should interpret 
the statement made by the President of the United States, Mr. Kennedy, at a press 
conference on 22 March when he pointed out the consequences which might ensue as a 
result of the lack of an agreement on the cessation of nuclear weapon tests. 
President Kennedy said : "By 1970, unless we are successful, there may be ten nuclear 
Powers instead of four, and by 1975, fifteen or twenty". 
The President went on to emphasize ~ 

11 I see the possibility in the 1970 1 s of the President of the 
United States having to face a world in which fifteen or twenty 
or twenty-five nations may have these weapons. I regard that 
as the greatest possible danger and hazard." 
As to the possibility of observation to make sure that a treaty on the cessation 

of tests is being strictly carried out, it is well known that the national means of 
detection possessed by States are fully adequate for control overthe observance of 
a treaty. At present this is not only the standpoint of the Soviet Union, but in 
the United States of America and in the United Kingdom a good many responsible 
political leaders are in agreement with it. In the United States of America, even 
in official government circles the conclusion has already been reached that national 
means of detection, national systems, would be adequate for detecting and identifying 
nuclear explosions~ in other words, for exercising control to make sure tl¥.l,t .there 
is no violation of an agreement. Thus, the United States Secretary of State, 
Y~. Rusk, stated on 11 March before the Senate Foreign Affairs Committee ~ 

"The increase in our technical ability to detect seismic events 
at long distances permits us to rely upon seismic stations outside 
the Soviet Union to detect underground auclear explosions inside 
the Soviet Union." 
v~. Rusk also admitted that the United States ability to detect violations of a 

nuclear test .ban was, as he put it "better than can be revealed". 

-
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(Hr. Tsarapkin. USSR) 

These words of tlr. Rusk show that the United States relies en-tirely on its own 
system to detect suspicious seismic events in the territory of the Soviet Union. 
This means that from the scientific and technical standpoint there is nothing to 
prevent _the United States fr om agreeing to a treaty on the cessation of nuclear 
weapon tests. 

One could adduce other statements by United Sta tes political leaders or recall 
the information given by Senator Humphrey in the United States Congress on 7 ~~rch 
concerning the great capabilities and pheno@enal success of the United States 
detection system (ENDC/82,p.24). 

In the light of these statements by responsible statesmen in the United States, 
the attempts of 11lr. Stelle at the meeting on 8 April (ENDC/PV.ll9,pp .l4 et seq.) to 
distort both the spirit and the sense of Senator Hwaphrey 1s statements on 7 ~~rch 
looked r ather odd. Only one conclusion can be drawn from thes e statements, namely, 
that the number of inspe ctions agreed to by the Soviet Union fully ensures on-site 
verification of highly suspici ous s eismic events in the t erritory of the Soviet Union. 
But it is not only Senator Humphrey 1s statements t hat matter. If, in regard t o the 
possibility of dete cting and i dentifying suspicious events, one were t o adopt the 
obsolete position which Hr . St elle is s till advocating~ one would have to repudia t e 
other authoritative sta tements on this question. 

After all,. 1-1hat Senator Humphrey . stated was not his m,m personal conclusion but 
that of prominent United St a t es scientists. The r epresentative of Romania_. 
:tvlr. Hacoves cu, has alr eady referred t his morning (supra, p. 9 ) to a statement by a 
group of leadinG United Sta tes s cientists published quite recently simultaneously in 
the Washington Post and the Congressional Record , on 9 April. This statement shows 
that there is a t present every possibili ty for control over the cessation: of nuclear 
t ests. In their l etter , t he s cientis t s confirm the f act tha t national systems .of 
detecting nuclear explosions now constitut e the basic means of control over nucilear 
explosions. Here is \-!hat the s cientists have t o say ; 

"It is novJ possible t o dete ct many of the expl os i ons within a given 
country by st ations out side that country, and the number of on- site 
inspections requi r ed for checkin{s the i dentifica t i on of ear thquakes 
vers us explosions has been gree.tly r ed uced . Resear ch has also shown 

that there ar e many fewer earthquakes in the Soviet Union than was 
formerly thought. thus making a r eduction in t he possibility of their 
being confused wi th nuclear t es ts. 11 (ENDC/ :35. p . 2) 
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(Mr. Tsarapkin, USSR) 

Obviously these scientists do not regard on-site inspections and the 
eDtablishment of automatic seismic stations as being the basic means of detection 
and regard them as additional assll!'ances. In contrast with that we were told today 
by the United States representative, Mr. Stelle, this group of nine prominent United 
States scientists specially note in their letter the significance of the additional 
assL~a~ces offered by the Soviet Union when it agreed to two or three inspections and 
to thre3 automatic seismic stations (ENDC/73,pp.3,5). This part of the United States 
scientists' letter is so important that I shall quote it. This is what the scientists 
say on this subject~ 

ili>J"e have additional assurances in the fact that the Soviet Union has 
agreed to three on-site inspections~ should suspicious indications 
of underground testing be discovered by the detection system of the 
United States and the United Kingdom, and is willing to permit a 
numb e.:' of automatic seismic stations on Soviet terri tory. 11 (ibid •• p .3) 

I draw your attention to the highly important fact that these United States scientists 
regard inspection and automatic seismic stations as additional assurances. This 
coincides with our point of vie111, but does not fit in at all with what Mr· SteL.s has 
been saying here today. I draw your atten~ion to the fact that in their statement 
the United States scientists do not question the adequacy, for the purposes of control, 
of the two to three inspections a yee= proposed by the Soviet Union. But Mr. Stelle, 
brushing aside what the scientists have wr~tten, continues, by making references to 
science, to dispute this figure and to insist on an incroased number of inspections. 
vle know that Mr. Stelle is not a scientist. In that case, if he refers to science, 

' . 

he ought to bear in mind the opinion of scientists~ to take their opinion into account 
and not to ig~ore it; other11rise MT. Stelle should stop making references to science 
and freely admit that, on the question of inspections, the United States takes a 
purely arbitrary position based not on scientific data but on the requirements of the 
United States intelligence agencies ar.d of those who have no desire whatever for an 
agreernent on the prohibition of nuclear weapon test~. 

The question of inspection will not be properly elucidated unless we pay 
attention to the fact that the technique of detecting and identifying nuclear 
explosions is constantly being improved, so that also United States scientists have 
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been brought very close to recognizing that there is no need at all for on-site 
inspection. In this connexion I should like t o draw your attention t o a United Press 
International Agency report published in the Ne\..r York Herald Tribuno on 13 Apr i l. 
This r sport states '· 

"University of lVIichigo.n s cientists t.r.crough a 'lucky coincidence 1 

may have stumbled on t o a way of telling the differ ence between 
earthquakes and underground nuclear tests." 

This report says that Hi chigan University 1-1o.s us ing a mobile field station in 
California just a t the ruoment vlhen an earthquake and a nuclear explosion -- an 
American one .. of course -- took place. The earthquake '.vas a moderate one -- 4 .0 on 
the Richter scale of magnitude -- and the nuclear blast vld.s conducted underground 
at the Nevada test site. 

A spokesman from Hichigan University ~ David E. v/illis .. said that this lucky 
coincidence offered an unusual opportunity to compar e the seismic waves of the two 
events. There was a r a ther s triking difference . The nuclear expl osion s t art ed with 
a large shockwave ~ followed by l esser shocks. Bllt the earthquake was just t he 
reverse - - smaller shocks l eading up t o a large or.e, 

This statement by the spokesman of Hi e;higan Uni versity once mor e confirms the 
compl et e feasibility of effect ively i dentifying under gr ound seisnic events a..11d of 
distinguishing natural ee_rthquakes from nucl ear explosions. 

In the same articl e the New Yor k Herald Tribune sta tes that ~ 11This could mean 
that the United States could det ect und erground t es ts by other nati ons without the 
need of on- site inspection. 11 Note t he vJOrds 111-lithout the need of on- site inspections 11 • 

\.Jhat does this mean? It means tha t people in the United States are at l as t beginning 
to come to the conclusion that ther e is no need for on-site inspection for contr ol 
over an agreement on the prohibition of nuclear weapon t ests . 

However .. pr ogres s in the negotia tions on tha cessation of tests has for a long 
time been held up over the question of on-site i nspection. So far the main obstacle 
to agreement has been the demand by the Uni ted Sta t es side for international control 
and inspection in respect of t he cessation of underground nuclear tests . The United 
States and United Kingdoin r epr es entatives have be ,.:m urging the Soviet Union t o agree 
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to the principle of on-site inspection and to accept a small number of annual 
inspections on its territory. They named such figures as those which the Soviet 
Union has now accepted. 

The Soviet Government agreed to certain international measures of control over 
the cessation of nuclear tests and it agreed to the carrying out of two to three 
inspections a year on the territory of each of the nuclear Powers. 

The United States persistently tried to persuade us to agree to three inspections 
a year. This persuasion went on through official and unofficial channels. 
Unofficially~ during private meetings we were asked about this by ~rr. Arthur Dean 
at a time when he was still official United States representative at the negotiations 
on the prohibition of nuclear weapon tests and on disarmament. We were also asked 
the same thing by Prof. Wiesner~ Adviser to the President of the United States, 
during his two unofficial conversations with Acedemician Fedorov. Officially., we 
heard this persuasion of the Soviet Union to agree to three inspections a year in a 
statement by the United States representative to the United Nations, 
Mr. Adlai Stevenson, when he spoke officially in the First Committee of the 
seventeenth session of the United Nations General Assembly (A/C.l/PV.l246, p.J8-40). 
We were asked about the same thing in the official statements ma.t~e in the Eighteen-
Nation Committee by the United Kingdom representative~ Hr. Godber.- who is present 
here today, and by Sir Michael ~Jrir;ht~ who is no longer with us. trle have no doubt 
whatever that at the time when the Soviet Union was firmly opposed altogether to 
inspection, the United States was ready to agree to three inspections• This is not 
a groundless assumption but a fact. I should like to remind the members of the 
Committee that the figure of three inspections a year also appeared in the United 
States draft treaty prepared before the Soviet Union agreed to two or three 
inspections a year. 

Perhaps not everyone knows that the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency headed 
by Mr. Foster prepared and submitted to the United States Congress and the United 
States President a repo.rt on its activities during 1962o This report included a 
United States draft treaty on the prohibition of nuclear weapon tests. Paragraph 8 
of article VIII of this draft was worded as follows: 
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11The maximum number of :inspections which can be carried out on 
the territory under the jurisdiction or the c~ntrol of a permanent member 

of the Corranission 11 - this is a reference to the International Scientific 
Conunission, of course - 11is three per year.n 

I dravT your ntt.;;ntion to the phrase 11 three per yenr", The s<Uile word:ing of this 
srume paragraph of article VIII appeared ~so in an illustrated ~~phlet printed 
by the United States Publications Office in February last. LQter, of course, 
officials of the State Depa.rtment and the Agency bethought themselves nnd they 
changed paragraph 8 of nrticle VIII leaving a blank spnce in place of the figure 3, 
but it wns obvious to anyone who hnd read the document at the time that, until the 

Soviet Union agreed to three,inspections a year and even for some time afterwards, 

the figure of three inspections a year appeared in the United States draft treaty 

on the prohibition of nuclear weapon tests. However, no sooner did the Soviet Union, 
in the interests of achieving agreement, accept two to three inspections a yenr than 
the United States, considering that three inspections a yenr wns already for them a 

captured position, started to reject the quota of three inspections and put forward 

fresh demands regarding the number of inspections. The United States representatives 

in the Committee are now trying to repudiate everyone and everything, They repudiate 

Arthur Dean, they repudiate Professor Wiesner, they repudiate Adlai Stevenson, they 
repudiate the Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union, Mr. Kuznetsov, 
they even repudiate the fact that the figure of three inspections was laid down in 
the previous version of their draft tre:1ty on the prohibition of tests. Now they 

say that it was a misprint, that three lines had been omitted. But who will believe 

trot? 
The British, not daring to let themselves get out of step with the United States 

representatives, were compelled to deny their own st:1tements. That is what Mr. Godber 

did regarding his own statement in November last year (ENDC/SC.I/PV.44, p.ll), and 
at the same time he also denied what was stated by Sir Michael \1Tright on this subject 
at the beginning of December last year (~~C/PV,87, p.8). 

Of course, these were not bona fide deni:1ls but simply a withdrawal of their 

own words which, of course, have not ceased to exist, Mr. Godber, because they appear 

in the verbatim records of the relevant meetings of the Committee, 
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All this in fact leads not only 'to a senseless delay in solving . tJ1e _quest~on 

of the ceasation of tests; but it e\Ten threatens the negotiations with a brea~own 

and is an attempt on the part of the United States to evade altogether the soltltion 

o:( the· que·stion of prohibiting nuclear WC!n.pon tests. The following facts are 

particularlY eloquent confirmation of these intentions on the part of the United States: 

· l. The resuption by the United States of undereiound nuclear tests 

·-after 1: January 1963 irl spite of the appeal of the United Nations 

General Assembly (A/RES/1?62(XVII) -ENDC/63 ). 

2.. The continued testing of nuclen.r weapons by France, and 
-

· 3. ·The feverish .:..._ I am not afraid of repeating this word, Mr. Caval.letti 

the feverish measures of the ~\]'estern Powers for the purpose of 

·forming a NATO nuclear Eltriking force in preparation for a?gression. 

It cannot be . doubted that these act'ions on the part of the Western Powers mean 

an even greater intensification of their inilitary preparations. These actions of 

the Western ·Powers' ohlylea.d ' to a further intensification of the nuclear arms race 

with all its disastrous consequences. 

We have already spoken of the negative influence exerted upon the negotiations 

for. the prohibition of nuclear weapon tests by people from the Pentagon and the 
I • ' • 

Atomic Energy Commission anc by the gentlemen of the so-called United States 
, ' ' • I 

"military-industrial complex", those merchants of death whose interests require that 

nuclear tests should go on, that the nuclear arms race should grow in scale. For 

the mighty Un~ted · States military concerns -it holds out the promise of further . . . 

colossal profits; further .mrichment. '!'he worse the relations . among S~ate_s, . the 

greater the danger of a·world thermonuclear conflict, the. more sec:ure, the Jl?.ore 
. ' -~ . . 

·• .·· 
stable; becomes their source of immense profit. Therefore the oppcnents of the 

cessation of tests in United States official bQdies, coz:nected by visible and invisible 

lirlks with the merchants of death, are using every means to raise obstaqles to the 
·' : : -

solution of the problem of nuclear weapon tests, not excluding deliberate misinformn.tion 
1 . .. 

of the public concerning the possibility of control over the observance of an agreement 
. . . . . .. 

on the cessation of tests. In this connexion I should like to draw the attention 
. ·' . . ·- -

of the members of the Committee to a letter published in the New York Times of. 
. .. . . . 

11 April by the former United State~ repreGenta.ti~e at the negotiations on disarmament 
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and the cessation of nuclenr weapon tests, Mr. James lrJCldsvvorth, who is 't.vell known 

to us nll. In this letter he described very well the methods used in_ preparing 

reports on the question of the cessation of tests f or presentation to .the public. 

The o.im of these reports was to prove that there was no machinery f or detecting 

nuclear explosions in the territory of the Soviet Union. This statement by 
Mr. Hadsworth ties up "rith a.nd coincides with what Senator Humphrey said on this 
subject in the Senate on 7 Narch (ENDC/82). Describing the reports prepared by the 

group of Republican members of the House of RepresentGtives headed by ~r. Hosmer, 

Mr. \nJadsworth states that the first of these reports wns bnsed on the opinions of 

"experts whose anti-test ban vie,.rs were alrendy well known. 11 Mr-. 1rJadsworth went on 

to sny: 
"Anyone seriously interested in the facts could hardly be in a position 

to judge the detection machinery without hearing from the men most 
closely associated w:i.th making it work. 11 

As an example of the actions of Congressman Hosmer we might refer to the fact 

that at the meeting of the United States Joint _Atomic Energy Commission on 5 March 

he insisted that the statement by the seismologist Dr. Ruinn, the director of 

research into detection of underground nuclear tests, be deleted from the r ecord. 

It should be noted that Dr. Ruina did not say anything of a seditious nature. He 

merely ventured to express the opinion that even if someone wished to cheat and to · 

carry out clandestine nuclear explosions, it _would be very difficult f or him t o 

persuade himself to do so, knowing that the treaty provided f or on-si~e inspection, 

Dr. Ruina stnted that a violator of the treaty would inevitably be found out, 

particularly if he tried to carry out a series of explosions. 
In his letter, Mr. VJadeworth calls the activitie s of the Hosmer Group 11one of 

the most unfortunate domestic developments" since he was in Geneva a s the l eader of 

the United States delegation. Mr. 1vadsworth' s letter shows that the forces . opposing 

the cessation of tests do not stop at any methods to prevent the a chievement of . an 

agreement, 

The example given by Hr. Wadsworth of distortions in the drafting of various 

docUm.ents 'relating t o tho question of c~pability to detect nuclear explosions is 

not the orily one of its kind • . _ Particulnrly striking in this regard is the 
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anti-scientific one-sid.edness and even the special garbling of the data · s~le. e:t;.ed by 

the United States military authorities for publications on nuclear test boo q:uestions. 

All this can no longer be concealed .f'r.s>m the public. It has finally re~eived 

international publicity. As a.n. author~tative opinion expressed on this subject in 

the Uni~d St~tes, _ I wd.ll refer to a statement made by Senator Clark in the Senate 

on 7 March. This is what he said: 
11Not too many months ago President Dwight D. Eisenhower warned this 

country about the . povl3r of the militaz:-y-industrial ~omplex in our 

economy and in our po;t.itical life • . I think thnt warning was well 

justified. I ~h:a:re the concern of my friend" - he was speaking of 
_,; . 

. Sen.ator Humphrey .- 1_!that the industrin.l-military complex in this country 
,: .· · . . . . . . 

is such an effective agent for promoting expenditure s in the defenc~ 

system, in the interest, really, of keeping the arms race going, thAt ~they 

blanket the press with propaganda that. they want to giv~ to the .American· -

public, in the interest of 1-lhy we are for tests. ~hE( .. .other position is 

not given to the American public, and we ar e l ed t o bel:i;eve, by columnist 

after columnist, by scientists, even by Senators, . that t}1ose who seek :a 

test _bu,n treaty, seck something that is dangerous to our security; and that 

no patriotic American ~·rould dare to stand up for an agreement." (ENDC/824p..!.~) 

United States sci enti_sts themr.:elves tell us of these .distortions of f a cts: 

particularly the gro.up of Uni ted State::> scientisto to i>Those. statement we haye referred. 

Here is what these dist-inguished Un::.ted States scientists have to say about those 

who oppose a treaty on the cessat i on of tests - -- I quote fran a letter written by 

the scienti~ts:: 

"Among the most flagra..."lt violation s of f a ct which they; have publicized 

in these mat~ers ary .the recent statements by Dr. Edward Teller that 

a test ban ~r;reem.ent rwould be virtuallyunpoliced'." (ENDC/85, .p.;2} 

This statement by United Stat es s c5.enti3ts ioS indeed r emarkable and speaks f or i t qelf. . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . 

The United Stat es at OI.i.ic scient i sts have also poin~ed . out how the fact::? · h:1ve_ 

been distorted by Senator Dodd Fho is one of the most fanatical opponents of the 

prohibi tion of nuclear weapon t eBt s n 
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'i!e should like somehow to sum1nn.rize end get the full moa.n:i.ng of the facts we 

have adduced, by looking ~t them as a whole rather th~n piecemeal. As the only 

reason, with which the United States covers up its refusal to como to wn ~greement 

on the prohibition of nucle::cr tests, 'it points to the alleged difficulty of 

distinguishing bebveen underground nucle<l!' explosions :mel natural earthquakes. 
But these difficulties are imaginary, hypothetic!ll or even :intentionally 

fabricated in the United States itself. There are a whole numbor of questions, the 

answers to which reveal the real r easons why the United States is avoiding an 

agreement. I shall take the liberty of putting these questiins. 
11!ho has the undoubted monopoly i.l'l carry:i.ng out underground nuclear tests? I 

reply: the United States. After all, almost 100 per cent of the underground nuclear 

explosions are carried out by the United States. Therefore, if anyone should fear 

that someone would start carry:i.ng out secret nuclear explosions after the conclusion 

of an agreement, it is certainly not the United States. 
vJhere are statements Ilk1.de that the physicists working on armaments are on the 

threshold of new and decisive discoveries :in the field of nuclear weapons, and that 

the prohibition of tests would hinder the rrk1.king of these discoveries? These 

statements are made in the United States of 1\merica. 
Where are statements made that for the sake of the idea of military balance it 

is necessary to set about developing a_hundred~egaton nuclear bomb, and that an 

agreement on the cessation of nucleex weapon tests would prevent the implementation 

of this programme? These statements are made in the United States of America. 
Where are statements made that there is already in existence a programme for 

carry:i.ng out nuclear test explosions not only in 1963 but also in 1964 and for many 
years ahead? This programme has been worked out and is being implemented in the 

United States of "~erica. 
~!here are statements Jnade that the continuance of nuclear weapon tests is 

necessary for the creation of a neutron bomb and other types of nuclear weapons, or 

in order to make a cheaper nuclear explosive? These statements are made also in 

the United States of Jtnerica. 
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Where is it that opponents of the prohibition of nuclear weapon tests have 

attempted to hamper the development of more effective methods and means of detecting 

nuclear explosions? I reply: in the United States. This is shown by many facts in 

the life of the United States over the past five years. However, I shall only refer 

to one of the most recent pieces of evidence. In the report of the Atomic Energy 

Commssion for 1962 the following statement is made: "••• So far no nuclear test has 

been authorized exclusively for the Vela Uniform Research Programme". This was the 

programme (ENDC/45) which according to official statements of the United States 

Government was intended to improve methods and means of detecting nuclear explosionso 

Major General Betts, who heads the sub-section of the Atomic Energy Commission 

concerned with the military use of atomic enargy, declared to the Commission on 

7 M:lrch 1963: 

"When undergronnd nuclear weapons tests were resumed, it was necessary to 

re-organize our resources and efforts towards a full support of the 

weapon tests programne." 

From this statement of General .Betts it became known that the tests :in the Vela 

Uniform series were reduced to those tests which could be carried out ":in conjunc·:-ion 

with underground nuclear weapon tests". 

One would th:ink that since the United States has the lnrgest number of those 

who doubt the effectiveness of ~xisting methods and means of control over nuclear 

explosions,. it should be :interested :in improv:ing these methods and means. But as 

can be seen from the report of the Atomic Energy Commission for 1962 and from 

Major General Betts' statement, the United States shows no interest in this problem. 

And no wonder, since the whole bus:iness of detecting nuclear tests has been farmed 

out to the manufacturers of nuclear weapons themselves, or to their customers. I 

should like to go on putting questions. 
Where is it that the efforts of a certain group of scientists work:ing for the 

Defense Department have be~n concentrated on work:ing out the theory and practice of .. 

concealing nuclear explosions, that is muffling, decoupl:ing, and so on? . I reply~ 

in the United States. 
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\•There are statements rr.r~de thu.t progress in the "technique of deception" has 
. :· ·~ .. . . 

outstripped progress in the 11technique of detectingn nuclear explosions, and that 
; . , 

it is therefore impossil:>l~ _ to establish effective control over the cessation of 
'. 

tests, . wi'j:.hout whi(!h, it is alleged, there cc:tn be no agr eement on the prohibition 
.. 

of tests? In the Vniteq States. 

Where is it that o>:1ly specially p:.~eparcd dat a are selected for publication, 

which mention fabricateq, lirnginary, far-fetched and hypothetic.::tl difficulties of 

control _over r1uclear e:)Cplosions and hide -from the public the "phenomenal" progress 

~_the_ ~phere of detecting undergr01.md nuclear explosions? In the United States. 

~verything likely to help towards achieving agreement on disarmament, or at 

least on the prohibition of nuclear weapon t.ests, is labelled "secret" in the United 

States, and lies gasping f or fresh air in the strong boxes of the United States 
Defense Department. ___ And whenever anything happens nevertheless to find its way into 

the light, then the ac~ion taken is very simple --the official -representatives of 

the 1vestern countries either deny such data or, befor e the eyes of the whole world, 

repudiate their own word~ without so much as a blush. 

If we coll~te all these facts, and reflect on this whole complex of negative 
efforts, falsifications, misinformation and so f orth, no one _will be left in the 

slightest douotwith regard t o the true causes of the impasse .and the lack of an 
a~eement on the .. . PI'_?J:1i_bi tion of nuclear weapon tests. 

How, thef.l, in the light of the statements and facts we have adduced, are we t o 

understand Sir Paul M?-son• s appeal t o stimulate a freer exchange of opinions on the 

proplem::> connected with_the cessation of nuc1ear tests? Can it real:J_y qe , that free 

excha11ge of _opinions mean$ freedom t o distort the facts, t o misinform public 

opinion, and t,o help toWi).rds intensifying the preparations for .nuclear war? In our 
opinion this is f alse freedom. ~fe ar e oppose~ t o such "freedom of opinion", f or which 

the United f...:).ngciom repres~ntative appeals, which l eads t o a complete divorce from 

r eali.ty apd brings .the world nearer .t o c:t nuclear conflict. The whole Ttvestern Press, 
and in particular the United States Press, r ecently laid great stress on the f act . 

that the question of the cessation of nuclear weapon t ests has 'become , so t o speak, 
an issue in the inter-Party pre-el 6ctor al struggl e i n the United Stat es. Of course , 

the inter-Party pre-electoral struggle in the Uni t ed States is a purely internal 
matter f or that country, and we do not intend t o deal with it. But we cannot be 
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indifferent to .the _way in which this ·fa,ct i~ exerting such a negative influence on 

the position of the United States delegat.ion ·in the Eighteen-Nat-ion Conmi.ttee and; 

as a consequence, on the results of the work of the Committee as a ·whole.; We have 

to note .. with regret that, as a result of all this, it is the interests of the peoples 

of the whole world that suffer, the interests of those who are anxiously awaiti.."ig 

an agreexnent on the total prohibition of nuclear>.tests. 

:In genel':'al, there has come about in the Co:ml!Jittee, as a result of the position 

adopte(i by. the We stem Powers, a situation which may be characterized as an impasse; 

and, as you see, it is by no mea.tlS a - IJ¥~:tter o:(' technical or administrative details 

which the ·.United Sta1;.es delegation ·so -insistently wishes to discuss. The controversy 

which the United ~tates <ie1egation is ca~yirl'g on in:: rega.rd to these questions is 

merely, a pret~~c~:; it is· a means to qover up t;he rel~ctance of the United Sta'tes to 

agree tp; ?: nc~c~ear test· ban. The situation .in regard to our .negotiations on the · · 

cessa.t_j_on of nuclear weapon tests is ve.r.Y littl€ diff~rent from <the: sitUAtion which 

exi.st,ed,: for e~;~, a . year .ago: jUflt•: a,s it did ttwn; the United states ·is also . 

now stubbornly ~sis,~ing . on the question:: of .inspection and thus blocking the achievement 

of an agreement-.• 

In tlrl.~ CO:qlW}Cipn we cannot help recalling the words of the United States 

columnist, Lippna.n, wh:o said that the .opponents of a test ban treaty in· the United 

States "do not want nuclear tests to come to an end". It is in this that we must · 

seek the key to understanding the United States position in the Eighteen-Nation 

.Co~ttee. The obstacle to the achieve!r.ent of a.?!· agreement does .not . a:~ .. illl..lie in 

technology, as the United States representatives mechanicallY try to inake out, :-but · 

o:n~y in the .. political position of the United states which does not desire such an 

agreement. It is on the United States alone that a solution to the·· problem' of the 

ces;::~ation of nuclear tests dependso · · 

Concern has ,been e:lq)ressed here about the difficulties of tl'ying to -" f'ind a 

c~~~e ::;ol11tio~.• But at present it is not at· all a question of trying. to fiild 

some new COI!lP~mise ~ A comprOJ;nise Pt'Oposal already exists. It has been put, forward 

by the Soviet~,u~on. The gist of the compromise proposal is ·as follows: national .. ; ,---'- - . , .. ..... .. . 

detection systems as the basis of an agreement, two or three inspections a year, and 

three automatic seismic stations on the territory of each of the nuclear Powero. 
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The $0V.i~t Vnioii _- in.s:b3ts on solving without delay t.he q_uestioi1 of the inspection 

qu('ta ail,d. the question or' the number of au·~r'!ilntic seismic static'::'.f~; these being .:the 

basic questio!ls star. :ling . ~n the way of an ag~eemen·ij. There is ;no justiflc9.tj_o::~.. f or 

the United States continuing to avojd a solut ion t ;'l -:.::::.Bse quest:i.on[: • . Tl;le representative .. • ... 

of the United States, . Mr. Stelle 1 h::_s ·o.gai:1 todCJ.y trj_ed to invo.l -v, ; the Gormit;·~ee :i.u 

tecb.n~c~l 0.:1-s cuc:.:;j_ons 0:.1 -:-.~,8 quest:i.on o? t:usp0c·iii0n VJi·iihout .ae r·eement on the IJ.UOt.::l of 

inspections pro:;- osecl i1:::· t~() So•r.iGt Un:i.o:J., Th:~ s statement ,,_~· hi_,, r;bows that. th9 Vnited 

States -is cnn~inu:i.JJg :ttG policy_ oi~ J>Tepar·i!!_; f()r war, e.nd. that ·t;he obstru,ct~.on on the 

pa.rt of t,.he. We.st0rn Powers. in. the quest ion of the cessat.:Lon of. nuclear weapo.Ll tests . . .. . 

is only one o~the points which eloqu~ntly . confirm w]Jat I have b<:len. saying. 

Now . that the ?bjecttve i acts relating . to the cessation of nuclear weapon tests 

have come .. to. light and re.ce:i,ved wide publicity in th8 Unite.d States, the United States 

delegation no longer .bao any argume:11ts, and even less any moral or p0litical grounds, 

which could in .. the . cl ight~s~ degree ju.stif~r or cover with p . ven of .plausibility the . 

p0sit.ion vvhicn .it is taking today, 1'1hich . i G unreHlj.stic and he.s long been at .vfl.riance 

with the . situation existing today. Now everthing has: l:Jeen completel y e~osed: . no . 

~uote;rfuges will· ~elp; they will not delude anyone. Vtle must reach agreement on tbe 

mutually acceptable realist :i.e basis VJhich has finally taken shape. I repsat it: 

control to .be bas.ad on nc:t~onal detection systems plus, as an addit:i,onal g'Q.arantee, 

two to three. inspections a .year and three automatic seismic station~ o:n the territory 

of each of the nuclear Powers. 

The CHAIR1~N (Canada); I still have on my list of speakers the n~es of the 

representatives of the United Kingdom and . the United Arab .Republic, but I have also 

received.a request; from the Unit ed States delegation for an immediat~. right of reply._ 

I thi~ the practice in the Committee has been f or representatives to be call~d upo~ 

to speak in the order in which they have signified their desire to do so. However, 

if the Committee had no objection I should be prepared to accord the right .C)f reply to 

the r epresentative of the United states • . I therefore ask the Committe~, and particul~rly .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . 

the . delegat~ons._ w2o~e nt;lmes ht;ive already been inscribed, whether tpere wguld be any 

object~on .to tll.e right of' reply bei:pg g~ven _to the United States ~ediately. 

• . 
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._ .. MrG GODa:ER {U;ll~~ed Kingd,.,m): As the next speaker on the list I would say 

that, on the assumption that the United States intervention would be a very shcrt one, 

I should have rio objection. ·· 

The CHAIRMAN (canada): As there are no objections I eall upon the -

representative of. the Un.ited ·Sta.tes. 

Mr, S'l'ti!il! .(United S·!iates of America): I wish to thank the speakers whose 

names were on the l:ist for allowing me tha opportunity torepl.y immediately. 

The statement which the Soviet representative has ·just rmde was replete with 

inaocu=acies, but in order not to trospc.ss en the courtesy of the delegations which 

are inscribed I shall deal with only one.. Mr~ Tsarapkin has frequently tried to make 

the case ,.·that the United States, officially or unofficially, bad given the Soviet 

Uni.on indications that the number of thre'3 C'n-site inspections a year ·would be 

acceptable to the United States. Those statements of the Soviet Union have be'en 
retutecl, on the record, and I need not refute them again ·now. 

Today, however, the Soviet representative went to extravagant lengths --- or rather, 

perhaps, sank to absurd depths-- in trying to ·say that in the official text of the 

draft treaty which was presented by the United States and the United Kingdom the United 

States has, specified the rmmbt:~r of three on>;.site inspections a year, and that it Oll.ly 

later changGd that to a blank when the 'soir:'et; Union re-accepted on-site ·inspections 

and puCfo::::-ward a.: o~gested. quota of three· a year. The facts are lmown to the Soviet 

representativ~ but, since he has attempted to mislead the Committee, ·let. me present 

the!ll. 

Ou 27 August 1~62 the Uuit&d Kingdom and the United States of America introduc~d 

into this Committee a dxaft treaty -banning nuclear weapon tests ili all environments. 

That draft treaty is before the Committee a~ document ENDC/58. Paragraph 8 of 

article VIII of the ED.glish text of t-hat: draft treaty reads as follows: 

nThe maximum number of inspectic:a.s·: wh1dh-~ma:y be requested in territory 

under the jurisdiction or control of a permanent member of the Commission 

shall be ___ in ee.ch annual period. The me.rtiln.um number of inspections 

w'lieh may be direote1 in terri tory under the jurisdiction or cC'lntrol of a 

Party not a ·permanent member Of the Commiasion shall be three in each 

· annual pei'iod, m~ such higher :b. umber a a the Commission, after consul tat ion 

with the Party; ·may. determine by a trm--thirda majority of those present 

and voting." (ENDCL58, pa~e 9) . 
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The draft, which is available to all representatives as a Conference document, left 

blank the number of C·n-si te inspections which might; be requested in terri tory under 

the jurisdi.Gtion or cont;rol of a permanent member of the commission, 'I'hat was 

dated 2? August 1962. On 28 January 1963 !vir. Foster repor·ted to the President of the 

United St~tes and submitted a second ann\\al report concerning the activities· of the 

United States P.a·ms Control and Disarmament Agency. That report was printed and was 

submitted to Cone;I'ess on 4 February l963 by President Kennedy in a docmneilt, to which 

Mr. Tsarapkin referred this morning. In that report there was a typographical error. 

On page 91 of t;ha ·i~ report, which was printed in February 1963, article VIII reads, as 

Mr. Tsarapkin quoted it this morning (supra_, p. 30 ) : 
nThe maximum number of inspections which may be requested in terri·i;;ory 

under the jurisdict,j_on or control of a permament member of the Commission 

shall be ••• " --

the'l, through the typographical error two lines were omitted, so that it read - -

"shall be three in each annual period " • • • I) 

The documents are available to the members of the Committee. I would not take the 

time of the Connnittea to lay the facts before it, but it seems to me that the Soviet 

represen·tative ~ in using this a.H a serious argument and J.n trying to use as proof a 

typograph:l.cal error printed some montha after a formal document had been Ji'esented here, 

is indulging in a k:i_nd of balderdash whit:h wastes the time of the Connnittee. Further, 

it seems to me that this ·Gype of argument reflects on the general merit of the 

argumentation used. to establish a case which is untenable. 

Mr. GYDBER._ (United Kingdom) : In view of the hour, I shall be very brief. 

I wish to make just one or two points. 

Having listened to the speech by the Soviet representative this morning, I would 

say that he has col"'le ,rery near to 'vl'Sating this Committee with contempt, I have never 

heard a speech the:~ was more completely unconstructive, so full of inaccuracies and e.t 

times -- by its repet5.t:~rm of' matters which had previously been argued out and whose 

relevance had been adequately weighed by the representatives ai'Ound this table --- so 

unnecessary, I am very sorry indeed that he took three quarters of an hour of the 

CoZl'J.Tilittee's time for such an unconstructive and unnecessary speech. Indeed, af";!H' listening 

to the speech of ·the representative of Italy this morning I co-uld not help wondering 
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··------. , . . --.... '"'0'""" __ -,.--- __ ls was not so -- there bad been s.ome coU~sion , between .. . . . · . · '.· : 

Italy and the Soviet Vntan in regard to their stat~e11ts, so a~curately did the It~iap 

representative S\U"lllise .the speech that was likely to follow. Whe.tl li.Btening to the , 

Italian representative I ~hought, he was giyine; a very stel'Il reminder to the repres~nta~ :. -v 

of :the , Soviet Union of th.~ , need for .serioll8 negotiation. How well mtrited that reminde.r 

was, for the .speech vre .. bave just heard _f:rQIIl: the ~v.i,et representative helps us in no 

possible degree ·and hinders us a great deal • . I _ am sorry to have to say tbat, but it 

is absolutely ~rue and it· is necessary to say it. 

· I am not going to waary the. Committee with a further repetition of my own comments . ., ..... 
on charges that have been made against me and my former colleague, Sir Michael Wrigh~, . 

concerning things we have said both here and in the United Nations. I bave already , , 

rejected absolutely the charg.e ·that we had 'l!lisled the Cpmmittee and misled the Soviet 

Union. T would 'refer to . what I said on 15 February 196.3 .(ENDC/PV.98, pp.44, 45) when 

I went into this matt.er 'in sane ,.Q:eta11, referred to tbe q:uotations and showed the . 

completely mjustified nature• of;;the charges .raised,; and a~in on 1 March ~963 

(ENDC/PV.l04, p .• 34) when I . d~t with subsequent ~harges • .. I .hope we aha~ hear. no 

more of them but, if we do, I shall certainly be forced to go .into this in much greater 

detail. It . shows, ot oourse, t® ;compl_ete pauo.i-ty ,of the Soviet Union's case that it 

h:ls .to keep raking up these old charges 1n . order ~-o avoid the embarrassment of being 

C!!'::;.wn. into .serious negotiation. · That is the e.ddest aspect of the speech to which we 

listened a . short t::b.,ne ago. 

I thought it quite extraorCttnary how accurately our Italian colleague said earli.er 

this morning · (supra, p. 21 ) that so frequently the Soviet Union pic~ on a false 

premise and f'!oom it draws a wholly .inaccurate deduct_ion. How very accurate he was in, 

saying that, for only a few moments later our Soviet coll~gue said, in.· regard to 

detection capability; that it wa.·s known .that nat:ional detection systems were. completely 

adeq1,1ate both to : ~detect . and to identity · (~, p. 25 ). He went on almost illlnediately 

to .quote Mr. Rusk, the United States Secretary of State, speaking on the effectiveness 

Af detection ;.;iihich·he ·bad said was better than could be revealed -- the effectiveness 

of detection; but.:not the effecti-veness of ident~fication or of location. Our Soviet 

colleague knows perfectly well the difference· p.9,t.Ween detection, location and 
identifi~ation. Why, theref.ore)· ·does he s ee;k. to lf!,~Sl~ad us on these matters?, He knovrs 

perfectly well that Mr. Rusk was talking a.bp!;lt·, detect:1on, at that time. Yet ·.he seeks 

to muddle these things in our minds. I submit tbat that is not helpful in any sense at 

-
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We all know- the advances that have been made in detection. We all know that 

·· certain · advances have been made in location and in identification. But we in the West 

do not know, and cannot agre;e, that sufficient advance has been rnade in identification 

to eliminate the need for on-site inspection. When Iv.tr. · Tsarapkin brings up case after 

ease and quotation after quotation from Western spokesmen -- not official spokesmen, .. 

but unofficial spokesmen and columnists -·- it · really does not help at all. I would . 

remind him, as I have Temindedhim before, that some of the Soviet Union's own 

scientists, who normally have to be extremely careful about what they say on these 

'matters, did at the Pugwash conference last Autumn substantially agree that there was 

in fact a ~continuing need for on-site inspection because identification capabilities 

were not complete. · 

There have :·been :further meetings o:f scientists since. I know of nothing emanating 

from such meetings to indicate that Soviet scientists have changed their minds • . There 

is 8till that gap, and it is no good pretending it does not exist. If the Soviet Union 

is really interested in getting at the facts it has only to agree ·to an o:fficial 

meeting o:f scientists here in Geneva, or elsewhere i:f it wishes, where these points 

can be thrashed out and finalized. 

I say, therefore, that the repetition of those miSleading statements does not 

help us in the least. It is quite clear, of course, that we are in an impasse. That 

is the 0ue thing on which we are agreed. Our Soviet CQlleague used the word today 

(supra, p. 24); our United States colleague used the word today ( supx:,a; p. 14) .; and we 

have ·- to -find . a way to break out of it. 

On the question of 'numbers it must be quite evident that our , ~oViet colleague ·: is 

-under instructions to avoid any serious negotiation, ·just as it must be quite clear 

that'~ the~ Western representatives came back here a:fter Christmas trying to make progress • 

. - •We -did·: advance our position, and if only we could get some response it might be · possibl-e 

'~ tor us to make progress. But if the Soviet Union is resolved to refuse to make progress 

in negotiation and discussion on this issue then why does it say that it is the only 

· issue it will discuss? That is the nonsense of the present position. Our Soviet 

colleagues say, · "We can make no move -from our position at all. We will discuss 

nothing else but this. particular position." 

When the Soviet representative ended his speech just now by saying (supra, · p. 38 ) 

that we must lla.ve a mutually acceptable solution, and that that mutually acceptable 

·solution must be on the basis of three on-site inspections, he was · really tre.sting us in 
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a most absurd way. A mutually acceptable thing is a thing which is mutually agreed --

mutually negotiated -- and not dictated from one side. So, if our S6v1et-=·eolleagues 

cannot make any move at the present time on this question of' numbers, then I ask them 

why they do not agree to discuss the other matters, on which they themselves have said 

it should be possible to reach agreement. Is it that they are determined to frustrate 

agreement? Otherwise, Wh1 will they not discuss these other modalities of' inspecti on 

with us in detail so that we may know where we stand and whether,, in fact, the positioLs 

on these issues are ce close as the Soviet Union would have us believe? If we could 

eliminate those items altogether it would help us, I believe, in finalizing our total 
poeltion. 

So, instead of' having these long polemical speeches, which serve only to exacerbate 
and not to bring us together, I would say to our Soviet colleague: Do let us have 

serious discussion and serious neGotiation on matters on which there is an element of 

doubt in relation to the Soviet position, while we still await anxiously some evidefce 
that· the Soviet Union is willing to diseuse numbers with us in a more realistic attitude . 

There is just one further point I want to make, as another indication of' our 
difficulties in getting an ac&ourate assessment of the points that confront us. Our 

Soviet colleague told us a very f'ew moments ago that the United States had a virtual 

monopoly of' 'l.mderground testing. He said (supra, p·. 34) that almost 100 per cent of 

undergroUnd tests had taken place in the United States. How do we know that to be a 

fact? How can we ' know it to be a fact? The Soviet Union admitted last Spri.iig, after 
the event, one \mdergroundtest which took place on Soviet territory on lOFebruary 1962. 

It did not admit it untU some time after it had happened. How do we know that it has 

not carried out a number of' further tests since then? What evidence have we to let us 

know that? Wbat right bas the Soviet Union to tell us, without giving us any evidence 
or allowing any opportunity for knowledge, that in fact there have been none? We need 

proof'. And that is why we need facilities for on-site inspection. It is as simple as 

that. What we need is proof', just as we need agreement on the degree of knowledge 

about identification. We need agreement on the modalities of a test ban, and we need 

also, finally, to get agreement on figures. 
All those things, I believe, are possible if we have the right spirit, but the 

right spirit is not encouraged by statements such as that which we heard from the 

Soviet representative this morning. 
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; Hr .• HLSS;;N (United .. 1rab_ Republic): _Hy deleg2.tion takes part in the debate 

tociay with some diffidence and after no small anount of hesitation, for vre have come 

to the conclusion that 1>Jhe.tever 1-re may say 'l'd.ll have no effect on the course of 

events as long as some here do not intend to moye ahead. 

The fact that today' s neeting has faile?- to produce any pe~:r element, and that all 

the . speakers have tended to repeat thenselves, _ has perhaps convinced us of the 

necessity for this intervention. He speak today in deference to the response by the 

t\'10 main ~rties to the concern voiced by sone of the non-aligned delegations, anci ~ 

deference particule.rly to the appeals - for 1·rhich vre are thankful -- made by the _, . , , .. 
. •; .. .. 

representative of Italy q,ncithe representative of the Soviet Union at our one huJ:ldred 

and tuenty-second meeting~ _ : 

_ I\ is iz1 that spirit ~hat 1..,re once aga:iJ.?. yoice _ 9ur convicticm t[J.at a.g:rG~1J.ent qn 

a test _ban \~:~possible and practicable even today, and even a1tl1o~g~ , it}(~i'".rP~ ~?ng, , 

overdue. It. is true that test ban negotiations have extended over ~a.py ~~n..g _year$, 
.·. '; f : . ' ' ·. : ' '. ; ·.: - -~- ' ' . ' . . ~ .. 

and have had t!J.e:i,r_ ups . and -~lgvJil.S• Small wonder then that th~ number ~f:_ ~ceptics, of 

those \IDO see only the difficulties on the road to a test _ Pcm and .of those 1mo .have 
. . .. ~ -· . -........ _;: _,:·_·-~) ~-- - .· < .·.. -~- •) -· 

cone to have second,thoughts about the basic sincerity of _ p].J,rpose of . the nego·t;.ia.tinf!: 

parties, has consequently increased. 

On the other hand, and despite the United States five unde~ground tests since. 

the 'Q.eginning of 1963, wl):i,.ch .-re have regretted and continue to regret, ther~ are 
•\ ' ' . . 

, Ip.any _ ind~cati.:ms whi~h point to the e.::d.stence today of other impor:t,ant .factors, 

technical, military, economic and even political, _vrhich, should have \veighed very 

heavily in favour of the .nuclear Powers v:rant.ing to reach a settleruent, once they 

decided that the t~ne for a test ban had cone. 

I sha1:1 not tax the patience Of the Co.rm:1ittee by re~m·ring those constructive 

factors, which are alree1:dy- too well-known to the nuclear Powers themselves, for 

apparently facts today may be scientifically valuable anc;i t~c.~cally important but 

have no bearing on the politic~ :realities_ as the nuclear Po1:1el:'s see. _ them~ ___ .. _ 
. .. .. . ---'~-- ' . .•- . . · : . ·. ·.-. . .. ' . ... J l.\· ··:. - ~ ·"'.: _. _._:. -· -~:~ :_ 

Nevertheless, it remains true that technically, if not pOlitically~ the pO~:i,t.i<?~ -~ _ 
-~ :-- ~~ · ; :· -- - - . . . ·_: __ ::~ : :·- -. .: : . . _ .. ... - ~ ~ -t~~---- -=- ~ ~ .. ··- .. ,.,.;-· ·, . 

the nuclE!~ P01oTers On the possibility of a safe'-- sat~sfactory and 8:<ie_quHt~ly _ 
• • • • ~ ; ; · _: . -- ~ --- - • • • - ' • . : -~- _;.. • ~ • ..1 

controlled ~~;;;t ~an have n~ver been closer than at present. 

It may be relevant and usefulJ therefore, to reminq. the CQJ:Unittee of 1m~t. my 
delegation h3d to ffiY on the subject t110 months ac;o. On 18 Februc>ry I said: 
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"It is an absolute necessity that both parties should close this small, filial 

gap. A mutually satisfactory accommodation would, and indeed should, be 

reached if the parties start l3d negotiating in earnest and if they really f elt 

the need to agree on a t est ban, which was the impression given by the l etters 

which were exchanged. 11 (Th'I>C/PV .99, p.14) 
I said also: 

"vle are convinced that only the nuclear partners - and possibly only at 
the highest l evel - can find solutions ••• which they will be r eady and vlilling 

to implement. 'ltle do not tend t o underesticate the r eal difficulties which they 

may still encounter •••• They have to do more with confidence --or the lack 

of confidence - and with national prestige ." (ibid., p.l6) 
l~d I went on to appeal to the nuclear Powers in these words: 

"Rather than capitalize on vbat s eem to be points of weakness in the position 
of the other party, each should try to understand and sympathize with the 

difficulties of _the other." (ibid., p.l7) 

Finally, I said: 
11My Government believes that no positive agreement between equally great Powers 

can be based on anything but a position of equality in honour." (ibid.) 

Unfortunately th e last two months have proved only that those problems having to 

do with confidence , faith and national prestige were too hard for the nuclear Powers 
to solve by themselves. Ther efore, the non-aligned del egations in this Committee 

thought that they could not very well stand idly by and watch the foundering of the 
ship of negotiations on the rocks of prestige and mutual f ears. 

In line with the charter Which the non-aligned delegations had set for themselves 
for their own mission at this Confer ence , the Unit ed Arab Republic delegation -- not 
being wedded to any particular formula from East or West, and having no immediate 

inter est of its own other than the success of our negotiations -- saw it to be its duty 

to exert its utmost efforts in order to seek both honourable and constructive compromi s e 

possibilities which might contribute to s 8tting the ship of negotiations on its right 

course and to starting its machinery running again. 
On 20 March 1962 the r epresentative of Sweden outlined before this Committee what 

the Svredish Government envisaged to be the role of the conciliator between the two 

great Powers at this Conference. Because of their great inter est and timeliness I am 

going to quot e his relevant words. He said: 
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II ••• bilateral negotiations are nec0ssa:-y bl:tw~en the great Powers ~ .. 
A stalemate could, however, o_ccur in l:.h ese negcth.t:Lon:::;. This may 

increase tension and invite or colilpeJ the C·J'H;rnme.;.:t s of the great 

Powers to move in a direction inccnsist~r:t w:i th the hopes and 

aspirations of a majority of mankind" Under such circumstances other 

mE'Jllbers of this Corrunittee may f eel ob:'c.igcd ~J) J:.llt fcr•·.ra':'d proposals 

or compromises of their own in order to :f'ulfiJ_ the::.::.~ obligations 

according to the mandateo 11 (p;NDCLfll . ..J..t-E:!.?Q) 
He went on to say: 

''I do not imply that these o·t.her delegatior:s shouJ d. shoulder the 

responsibility of submitti,ng a co:nplcte drc.f ·~ t rertty of their own. But 

perhaps it wuld be possible for a nwn"::ler of delegations to agree upon 

certain specific recommendations, especially tho~e that hold out hope of 

serving as a basis for c0mprol1lis ::: , ()",-8r: t:10ugh 'Gb<Jy nay not have been 

acceptable previously to either of the gre~::t Pc.,rers"". (ibid._, w~20 and 21) 

Because of the great esteem of my del egation. for the representative of Sweden's 

judgement and sincerity of purpose, and because of our full agreement with his outline 

of policy, my _q~Jegation, on 18 February (El'~:Jr;/1JV,99 , p·;)"l) _0t seq,.), thought it 

consistent with its afore~entioned obligations in fulfilment of its mission and mandate 

to declare its opinion unhesitatingly and unswe:-vingJ.y en what it believes to be right 

and just, even though, to use the l•iOrds of ·c.he :c~epreser,ta"'.:.:Lve of S~tteden, it "may not 

have been acceptable previously to either c::.' t t,e ,-::.,., eB.t ~')ewers. 11 

Worthy of note also :i,s the fact that, en;_) Feb:.:ua:7 1963 (ENDC/PV.98, p.47) the 

United Kingdom representatj_ve had e:x:-:res:::ly ir~v::t eci. ·::.he r epresentatives of the 

non-aligned States to try their hand o:1:.c :· ~rti:'1 -'1_;> ;:, c'):r.:pcom.Lse solutiono 

Let me now briefly r evie'd -the natur e of my delegation T s first compromise attempt, 

because of its continued appropriateness ar.d clo~e . relationship with -subsequent 

attempts and with the present situation, VJr.; asked t.'1e n1J.~ ~ . ear Powers: 
11 ••• is not the acceptance of two o:;,· tl:::ee j ::.1f' p::c.~~-or.s per year tantamount 

to admitting that they can be maqe cor1 < .5ter:t w.i.th a State's national 

security ••• ? Could it not prove possib:l..e " .. .. to accept for example a 

maximum of four to five visits un.de::: tii<.:; 3 .. '.Jllc:; 38C:llr-i_ty arrangements? And, 

conversely, does not th e acceptance o:~ -:-,he theory and principle of inspection 

of only a fraction, let us say one-:.'ii't·h, of u.:.rlid~ntified events ••• amount 
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in fact to tacitly admitting that the acceptance of one-seventh or 

one-eighth of unidentified events, let us suppose five or four visits, 

, should not very much affect the general picture of a few surprise-deterrent 

visits?" (ENDC/PV .. 99, p.l3) 

We asked.also: 
11 Does it not follow ••• provided one party has the assurance that the 

visits will not be used for illegitimate activities, and that the other 

party is satisfied that the nUmber of visits will truly have ••• the 

desired effective deterrent value, that the number of visits becomes just 

a symbol devoid of any charm or magic?" (ibid., p.l4) 

And We went on to a: sk \vhether there was anything especially significant or sacred, 

politically or scientifica.J:ly, about either figure suggested by East or VJ'est. 

It woul<:i rtow appear that even as far back as H~ February iny delegation ventured 

to draw attehtio:n ·riot only to what seemed to be ·the right and just quota figure of 

four or ·five, visits but·. also to a solution of the procedural difficUlty, when ~e said: 

. : :11The different proposals about the qU.ota number could be dl~cu~sed . 

prior to and simultaneouslY 1-lith other pertinent components of a draft 

test ban treaty." ~ibid., p.l5) 

It is a well-kno-wn secret in the Comr.rl.ttee tha:t other non-aligned delegations did 

subsequently envisage and favour what amounted actually to the same approach in their 

appraisal of the possibilitie s of a concentrated or concerted non-aligned attempt at 

a compromise. On 18 February we expressed the opinion that: 
11The non-aligned States should· :hot find it beyond their resourcefulness t,() 

come forward with various suggestions." (ibid.) 

Underlying this thought was our belief, also ~xp~essed on 18 February, that possibly 
11 ••• the detached and non-comrni t ted approach, by its · very nature, is more 

capable of seeking compromise solutions which might ultimately turn out to 

be acceptable, even though they might look far-fetched or too ambitious at 

the time, 11 (ibid,) 

It was on that understanding that, during the ensuing two months, the non-aligned 

delegations tried their hand -- and possibly went too far in revealing their hand 

prematurely-- at a compromise, My delegationts conviction of the usefulness and 

appropriateness of such a concerted endeavour stemmed from two considerations, !1,amely, 
that the other delegations shared that conviction, and that it was largely consist ent 
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with.:the .. beliefs and thought.s . which rrw delegation had voiced on lB February and which 

had gained wide support fro.m members of the Committee even outside the non-aligned 

delegations. 

It is worthy of mention that on 20 February 1963 (ENDC/PV.lOO, pp. 6 et seg.) 

the United States representative came very close to accepting our l.ine of thinking. 

about the quota figure compromise which we had indicated on 18 February. He also 

accepted any of the alternative procedures suggested by ~ ~elegation on that d~ for 

dealing with the quota figure in relation to the modalities of inspection. 

The rest is ,c~mmon knowledge to the Committee. Despite the wide support which 

those non-aligned thoughts and suggestions had gained in the Committee, and after the 

non-aligned delegations had translated them into a COITffilOn endeavour but before the.y 

had had .a chance to table them, certain delegations expressed their dissatisfaction 

with, and_ even opposition to, the same proposals and ideas. But although some 

delegations may have changed their minds about that non-aligned endeavour, ~ 

delegation, and I am sure many others, remain convinced of the basic wisdom and 

sincerity of purpose of> the Swedish representative's statement, to which I have 

referred, that some other delegations may feel obliged to put forward proposals in 

order to fulfil their obligations according to the mandate, even though they may not 

have been acceptable previously to either of the gre.at ?pwers. 

As a non-aligned delegation to this Committee we find ourselves . faced with two 

alternative possible ways and means of fulfilling our mandate as we see it. 

The first alte:r:native might entail the recognition that, as we s aid on 

lB February last, 

"• •• only the. nuclear partners - and possibly only at the highest .level -

can find solutions to those problems, .solutions which they will be ready and 

willing to ?-mPl~ent. 11 (ENDC/PV .99, p.l6) 

Recognition of t~at, however, di d no:t pr event my d el egation from fulfilling i:ts. duty 

as it saw it by r eviewing and pointing to the possible ar eas of honourable compromise . 

That was in our view a necessary step, even if it f ell short of tabling and submitting 

our thoughts officially to the Conference . In that conne:xion we said: 
11We are not submitting any of these illustr ations, however, because 

we do not feel they could be u s ef ul in the absence of t he polit i cal will 

of one and all to rea ch a quick settlement. 11 (~} 

As an ins ight it would appear that my del egation's f ears about the absence of political 
will unfortunat ely turned out to be true, and i f my del egat i on has found i t useful to 
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remind the Committee today of its previous compromise suggestions because it believes 
they are still timely and relevant, let me point out that we are not submitting them 
officially today because we do not believe that there exists enough readiness and 
willingness to accept the non-aligned delegationst attempts at compromise, or the 
political will to reach a quick settlement. All we can fEY at this juncture is that, 
as we see it, the elements of an honourable and equitable settlement of the test ban 

issue are all present, and that the nuclear Powers indeed know full well the wishes 
and aspirations of the world as well as the broad lines of possible compromise 
solutions and honourable face-saving formulas which the non-aligned delegations in 
the Committee have already worked out during the last two months, but have not presented 

officially in deference to the wishes of the nuclear Powers. 
We can d~ one thing more, namely, wish them luck and god-s peed in their bilater8.1 

contacts and hope that they will be able to prove their; sincerity of purpose to a 
thoroughly anxious and increasingly sceptical world. 

The second alternative .begins to offer itself to the non-aligned delegations as 
the~ become more convinced that their silence and inactivity, instead of helping the 
cause of negotiation, may become more and more harmful and less and less consistent 
with their mission at this Conference and with their United Nations mandate. That is 
precisely the alternative which was envisaged by the representative of Sweden in his 
statement which I have already quoted. Faced with the gr:iin prospect of watching the 
foundering of the ship of our negotiation, as I pointed out earlier, the non-aligned 
delegations may be compelled to conclude that their silence and inactivity might be 
mistaken for c9llusion with or consent to the nuclear Powers moving, as the 
representative of .Sweden p.1t it, 11 in a direction inconsistent with the hopes and 
aspirations of amajority of mankind." (ENDC/PV.5, P.20) 

I should like to invoke in this connexi..on the very pertinent wOrds of -the 
representative of the Soviet Union, which are strongly reminiscent of the reasons 
and the feeling behind the second alternative course to which I have referred. On 
19 April he said: 

"But silence is n:J argument for rejecting these propqsals." (ENDC/PV.l22, p.34) 
He went on to insist that the other del egations should discuss the proposal made by 

the Soviet Uniono Then he said: 
11We are ready to listen to and study c:ttontively any possible amendments or 
additions to these Soviet proposals; but we strongly condemn attempts to pass 
over these proposals of ours in silence ." (ibid.:..) 
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By the same token, would it not be understandable and fair if some of t he 
non-aligned delegations expressed at some future stage their dissatisfaction with and 
protest against any attempt to pass_. over their proposals in silence or, worse still, 
to stand in the way of their presenting such proposals and honourable compromises in 
fulfilment of their mandate and their r;J.ission e..s they see them? 

The CHAIRMAN (Canada): I now call upon the representative of the Soviet 
Union, who wishes to exercise the right of reply. 

Mr. TSARAPKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation from 
Russian): I shall be very brief. First of all I should like t o reply to the 
representative of the United States. The United States reprosentntive, Mr. Stelle, in 
fact refuted nothing; he only confirmed what I s~id . At first he tried t o deny 
flatly the facts I adduced, but when he appealed t o the document, everyone snw that 
Tsarapkin spoke the truth, and he hirJ.self admitted the correctness of what -vm quoted, 
namely, that the draft treaty included the figure of three inspections a year. 

As another equally "convincing" argument the United States representdive referred 
to the August draft treaty (ENDC/58) prepared by the United .States. But this reference 
could not convince anyone either. Mr. Stelle himself began his statement today .by 
saying (supra, p. 13) that moves and substantial changes have r ecently tckcn place in 
the positions of both countries, the United States and the Soviet Union. I n this 
connexion one r;J.ight think that the appearance of the figure .. of three inspections a year 
in subsequent versions of the draft treaty submitted t o tho Pr esident of the United 
States was a confirmation of those substantial changes in the United States position, 
which Mr. Stelle mentioned t oday. We, of course , wer e very disappointed t o l ear n that 
he himself docs not regard it in that way. Well, what else can be said about 
Mr. Stelle 1s statement t oday? He used some rather harsh and unf l attering epithets in 
my regard. I put this down t o tho extreme irritation of the United States 
representative and in this connexion I can only r ecall t he well-known saying of the 
Rooans : 11 Jupitor, you are angry -- therefore you are wrong". 
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I now come to Mr. Godber. First, I should like to say thnt Mr. Godber tried to 
catch the Soviet representative in inaccuracies or perhaps even distortions of certain 
genera.lly known scientific facts. V.That displeased :tvrr. Godber, particularly was the f:ac:t 
that I gave a quotation (supra, p. 25) from a statement made by the Secretary of State, 
Mr. Rusk, himself, which shows quite clearly that the United States possesses 
instruments and methods for the detection of nuclear explosions which enable it to cope 
easily with the task of exercising control over nuclear explosions carried out by the 
other side, without having to resorc to the organization of a system of international 
control posts on the territory of the other side. ~~. Godber brought down his wrath 
upon me and accused me of failing to distinguish two things? ho said that "detection" is 
not the same thing as "identification". But here I must tell you, Mr. Godl;Jer, that 
when experts -- physicis.ts and seisn.ologists -- meet they use in their own ter.rll.nology 
two terms: "detection n and "identification". But -vrhen political leaders end diplomats 
deal with this question, it has become the custon. -- and you youxself, Mr. Godber, having 
been doing so -- that in spealdng of the detection of nuclear explosions we understand 
detection and identification as being the same thing. As a matter of fact, what does it 
mean to detect a nuclear explosion? l:lhen anyone s['.ys that he has detected a nuclear 
explosion, this already means .that the. event has been identified. It cc.nnot be 
understood otherwise. I should like to quote once again the words of Mr. Rusk: 

''The increase in our · technical ability to detect seismic events at long 
distances permits us to rely upon seismic stations outside the Sov:Lot Union 
t o detect underground nuclear explosions ·inside the Soviet Union". 

What is meant by 11to detect underground nuclear explosions"? To detect a nuclear 
explosion means the same ns to identify an event, otherwise you would not say that you 
had detected an underground nuclear explosion, but you would· say that you h['.d detected 
some kind of "seismic event", the nature of which was unknown-- whether it was a nuclear 
explosion or a natural earthquake. ·~But when we say that an underground nuclear · 
explosion has been detected, this already includes the concept ofidentification~ That 
is the only way everybody understands tlll.s question, Mr. Godber. 
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Mr. Godber said that wo need serious negotiQtion. I 

apologize for the -harshness, ·but to us this talk about serious negotiation is nothing but 
11e.m.ptywords", having no real meaning if we have no agreement on the inspection quota or 
on the number of automatic seismic stations. This is now the crux: of the matter. This 
is preventing any further progress. Ls soon as the United States removes this obstacle, 
we shnll be nble to plunge into those technical cletdls which you want us t o consider. 
Therefore, when you sny that we need real negotiation and at the s rune time nvoid 
reaching agreement oh the question of tho number of inspections nnd the nmabor of 
automatic soisnic stations, it is perfectly clear that your rcmnrks were made ~eroly f or 
one simple purpose -- just to say sor,1ething at least in reply to the Soviet representative. 
But this cannot convince anyone of anything. 

·Tho CHAIR.M.hN (Canada): I call on tho United States r epresentative, who wishes 
t o exercise the right of reply. 

I"ir. STELLE (United States of I:.merica) ~ I shcll be very brief . indeed. When it 
was pointed out to the Soviet representetive that, as I am suro he knew all .:U.ong, it was 
ridiculous -to waste tho tine of the Conmitteo in claining, by using a typographical 
error, thnt the original United Stntes position 1-.ro.s that thoro should be throe on-site 
inspections and that we chnnged it lntor t c a blc.nk nurabcr of on-site inspect,ions, and .· 
when it was pointed out t o him also thnt the draft t r eaty t abled on 27 f.ugust 1962 
(ENDC/58) preceded tho tyPographical error which was nnde in 1963, he inmodiatoly changed 
his ground. He said that the 1963 booklot .appeo.red later o.nd that there havo therefor e 
been changes in the United States position. That, of ccurse, is flatly contrary t o his 
original arg~~ent. But, just to decl with the second argument, I should point out that 
the purely typographical nature of the error is made clear by tho fact that on page 84 of 
the booklet the heading of the text in question is "Drnft Trco.ty Banning Nugloo.r Weapon -
Tests in ell Environments, 27 August ·1962". 
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The Conference decided to issue the following corlffiuniguo: 
'~he Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Coa~ittee on Disarmament todcy 

held its one hundred Dnd twenty-third meeting at tho Palais des Nations, Geneva, 
under the chairmanship of Mr. Burns, representative of Canada, 

"Statements were ~ade by the representatives of Romania, the United States, 
Italy, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and tho United Arab Republic, 

"The next meeting of the Conference will be held on 1{ednesday 24 Lpril 1963 
at 10.30 a.~." 

The meeting rose at 1,35 p.m. 




